
PROPOSED COMMENTS TO BE INCLUDED IN THE TREASURY, POST

OFFICE AND GENERAL GOVERNMENT APPROPRIATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE

CONFERENCE REPORT REGARDING THE FUTURE ROLE OF THE OTP

The Conference notes that there is confusion in the Congress

as to OTP's relationships to other Government entities,

particularly the White House, the Department of Commerce

and the Federal Communications Commission. There is conoern

that OTP is unduly influenced by political considerations

because of its location in the Executive Office in carry-

ing out its broad-guaged responsibilities, which range all

the way from allocating frequencies for Government use to

proposing changes in broadcast regulation. With respect

to the Department of Commerce and the FCC, there is also

concern about overlap and duplication in the area of

research and analysis regarding telecommunications issues.

Both the House and the Senate reports pointed to apparent

duplication in the research budgets between OTP and the

Office of Telecommunications of the Department of Commerce,
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and the Senate advised that consideration be given to

consolidating that portion of the Department of Commerce's

budget with the OTP budget.

The Conference Committee shares these concerns and urges

that OTP consider steps that would clarify many misunder-

standings regarding its role in the Executive Branch.

OTP should also review the budgetary and organizational

issues regarding its relationship to the Department of

Commerce. OTP should make recommendations to the authoriza-

tions committees and appropriations committees of the

Congress with respect to the full range of our concerns

prior to submitting its next budget request.
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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

April 2, 1974

Honorable John O. Pastore
Chairman
Subcommittee on Communications
Committee on Commerce
United States Senatcl
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

DIRECTOR

As we have discussed, the Office of Telecommunications Policy
will soon introduce amendments to update the Communications
Satellite Act of 1962 to reflect changed conditions in
international satellite communications.

Most of these amendments relate to the Communications Satellite
Corporation (Comsat) and reflect the successful implementation
of the INTELSAT system and the emergence of Comsat as an
established and mature corporation.

In 1962, there were a number of technical and operational uncer-
tainties regarding the creation of a new corporation to serve as
the chosen instrument of the United States in a global system.
These uncertainties gave rise to the inclusion of several special
provisions in the Act relating to the corporation's ownership
and the conduct of its affairs; provisions not normally associated
with a private communications common carrier enterprise. Now
that these uncertainties have been resolved, it is appropriate
to remove a number of these special provisions.

These amendments would eliminate the requirement that Comsat
incorporate in the District of Columbia, repeal the provision
calling for Presidentially-appointed and common carrier-elected
directors, eliminate the special class of common carrier stock,
reduce permissible common carrier shareholdings to five percent,
and permit Comsat to issue par value stock.
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The amendments would also repeal the provision requiring Comsat
to obtain FCC approval prior to obtaining additional capital.
The FCC does not exercise similar financial control over other
common carriers, and the technological and operational uncer-
tainties which originally warranted this departure from normal
procedures are no longer present. This change would, of
course, leave intact current FCC procedures regarding the
licensing of Comsat's facilities and regulation of its common
carrier activities.

In addition to updating the Act as discussed above, the amendments
also deal with the possible emergence of specialized interna-
tional satellite sy6tems that would be separate from the INTELSAT
system. Discussions have been taking place among various foreign
governments and the United States regarding the possibility of
implementing such specialized systems for aeronautical and
maritime communications purposes.

One provision would make explicit that Comsat could participate
in any such new international systems, albeit on a non-exclusive
basis, thus legislatively affirming an FCC rule-making decision
to the same effect in the context of domestic satellite systems.

Another amendment relates to the clarification of the Executive
Branch role in the planning, implementation and operation of
new international satellite systems that are developed pursuant
to intergovernmental agreement to which the United States is
a party. Specifically, the Presidential responsibilities set
forth in Sections 201(a)(1) through 201(a)(7) of the present Act,
and the State Department role specified in Section 402 of the Act,
would be made applicable to such systems.

As you know, the 1962 Act spells out the following seven
responsibilities for the Executive Branch with regard to Comsat
and the INTELSAT system:

1. Aid in the planning and development of the system;

2. Provide for continuous review of the development
and operation of the system;

3. Coordinate the activities of government agencies
with responsibilities in the field of telecommunica-
tions;

4. Supervise the relationships of Comsat with foreign
governments or international bodies;

5. Insure timely arrangements for foreign participation
in the system;
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6. Insure availability of the system for governmental
purposes; and

7. Assist in attaining coordinated and efficient use of
the spectrum.

In addition, Section 402 requires Comsat to notify the State
Department whenever it enters into negotiations with a foreign
entity, and authorizes the Department to advise Comsat of
relevant foreign policy considerations.

The two principal reasons for seeking a statutory designation
of Executive Branch, functions with regard to non-INTELSAT interna-
tional systems are: (1) the foreign policy aspects of such
systems and (2) the existence of uncertainty regarding present
Executive Branch authority with respect to such systems.

It is clear from the legislative history of the Communications
Satellite Act of 1962 that the multi-national character of the
global system, and its critical foreign policy implications,
were among the major factors underlying a statutory delineation
of the role of the Executive Branch. The foreign policy
implications of a system serving the interests of a large number
of countries called for clearly defined Executive responsibility.

The multi-national character of emerging non-INTELSAT systems
is no less evident. For example, current discussions relating
to a pre-operational aeronautical satellite system have involved
about 15 nations, and an operational follow-on to such a system
could involve as many as 120 nations.

Moreover, the foreign policy implications of international
communications -and the attendant role of the Executive have
long been statutorily recognized irrespective of the number
of nations involved. The Cable Landing License Act of 1921,
47 U.S.C. Sections 34-39, for example, conferred authority on
the President to grant or deny applications by international
carriers to establish communications links with other countries
by means of submarine cables. Although Presidential authority
to grant cable landing licenses was delegated in large measure
to the FCC by Executive Order No. 10530, ultimate authority
over international cables is retained by the Executive Branch
in that such licenses may be granted by the Commission only
with the prior approval of the Secretary of State.
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The express statutory grant of Presidential authority in the
INTELSAT situation on the basis of foreign policy considerations,
as well as the express recognition of Presidential authority
in the matter of international submarine cables, provide clear
precedents for the grant of comparable authority in the area
of international satellite systems separate from INTELSAT.
Moreover, if the proposed amendments are not enacted, there will
be a major gap in the legislative recognition of Executive
Branch responsibilities in the area of international telecommuni-
cations.

A second reason for proposing this amendment is that the scope
of existing Executive Branch authority over non-INTELSAT
international satellite systems may be open to question in
several respects, thereby necessitating clarifying legislation.

It is, without doubt, true that the Executive Branch's plenary
authority over foreign affairs is sufficient to encompass the
negotiation of international agreements leading to such systems.
However, this existing authority would only cover the first
and fifth Presidential functions as set forth in the 1962 Act
and enumerated above; there are questions as to whether the
Executive could perform all of the enumerated functions without
specific statutory authority.

For example, Section 201(a)(3) authorizes the President to
coordinate the activities of government agencies involved in
telecommunications. Effective coordination was necessary
with respect to the INTELSAT system so that the United States
could present a consistent policy position in international
deliberations. It is no less necessary in the context of new
specialized international systems.

Another question relates to the authority conferred by Section
201(a)(4) authorizing the Executive to supervise the relationships
of Comsat with foreign governments. It is anticipated that the
United States operating participant in a specialized international
satellite system would be a nongovernment entity. Such an
entity would be required to deal on a regular basis with the
international organization composed of all the nations using
the system. The foreign policy implications are obvious,
yet we have found no provision of existing law authorizing the
President to provide foreign policy direction or telecommunica-
tions policy guidance to a private corporation in its conduct
of business with foreign governments.
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Similarly, the authority conferred on the State Department by

Section 402 appears to have no counterpart in existing law.

Yet it is essential that the United States participant in an

international satellite system be required to seek and obtain

the State Department's foreign policy guidance prior to entering

into negotiations with foreign countries.

The proposed amendment does not attempt to assign responsibilities

within the Executive Branch, nor do I believe that it should.

The Presidential authority conferred by Sections 201(a)(1)

through 201(a)(7) of the 1962 Act was delegated to OTP and the

State Department by a subsequent Executive Order. The authority

conferred by this amendment would be delegated in a similar

fashion.

If you require any additional information, please let me know.

Sincer 1 -.710111 
.717;

..

C y T. Whitehead
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i.onorable aenry BelltIon
waited .-)tates Senate
ftashingtou, D.C. 20S10

.car Senator Ikellmon:

As we discussed, I have reviewed the draft bill "To
provide for legislative budget review by the Ceneral
Accounting office" on which you asked ay comments.
Although it has bees several years since I Was deeply
involved in Iludget matters, it is py personal opinion
that this is an idea well worth purstain.

iest people I know who have been involved in or studio,*
the Federal budgeting process agree that the Congress
needs to improve its capaidlity for analyzing tIle
President's budget proposals and making whatever changes
it direfts appropriate. Suggestions for change have focused
on new mochanisms, such as a budget Committee, or on
bigger staffs for authorizing and appropriating committees.
For reasons you know better than I, neither of these
approaches has succeeded or appears likely to Jo so in
the foreseeable future.

ay 4iviag s.,A0 responsibility for providing budget review
information, your draft bill seems not only to svoi4 the
pitfalls of earlier efforts but also builds on the shifting
emphasis of GAO's reviews over tho past few years. In
short, it is ny personal view that your approach is a good
one and would greatly help the Inicress deal with its
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oudgetary responsibilities. For what they may be worth,
I offer the attached comments and suggestions that Aay be
helpful.

appreciate the time you took for our talk last week and
your willingness to help oTP witlk its budget problem'. if
I can be of any further assistance, please let me know.

sincerely,

r.tclosures

cc:
DO Records
DO Chron
Mr. Whitehead -.-
Eva
Mr. Lamb
Mr. Goldberg
Mr. Eagle

CTWhitehead:mlf:9-11-73

Llay T. Whitehead



1. Section (2)(b)(1) appears to duplicate existing 6A0
authority and separate legislative mandates for
separate parts of GAO to do the same thing may cause
problems.

2. Section 2(b)(2) could he interpreted as an unwarranted
intrusion into the internal workings of the l'xecutive
peanch; most information of this type could be gained
informally or in other ways without raising this
awkward point.

Section 2(b)(4) as written has two problems: it does
not specify how the new GAO offices are to work with
the appropriations committees and subcowmittees, and
it empowers GAO to use its own discretion as to the
program levels and priorities that go into its budget
estimates. It it be better to revise this section
to include two provisions: (a) uirect each office in
the new division to make its own comparative budget
estimates based both on existing legislation and
program levels and on such changed legislation or levels
as the President may have proposed; and (h) prepare
alternative budget estimates based on new legisla-
tion, changed program levels, or other criteria as the
pertinent Congressional committees may direct.
This would help the appropriations committees develop
alternative budget priorities and enable the new GAO
division to be helpful to the appropriations subcommittees
as well.

4. Section 2(b)((i) could '..)e changed to direct GAO to
analyze and prepare information necessary for the
appropriate comattees to make the actual determina-
tion.

S. Section 3(a) Frobably need not specify where "sub-
stantially all of CAI personnel" of each division office
are to be located. ,Ioreover, this section could be lade
much more palatable to the executive by lidding to
tite last sentence the phrase: as agreed by the
Comptroller reneral and the head of the agency.'
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Section 3(b) •snould iaclude exceptions for privileged
Presidential communications, classified information,
and information on imlividuals that would infriniie on
their privacy, as elsewhere provided for in law.

7. Section S might also include a limitation "and not
&ors than 10% of GAO's total funds" to allay fears
that GAO would become a "super-O-tb."



SURVEY OF RECENT PROPOSALS TO REFORM
LEGISLATIVE BUDGET PROCEDURES

Under the Constitution, Congress has primary responsibility

for controlling the budgetary process -- for authorizing

the spending and raising the revenues. In recent decades,

it has become increasingly more difficult for Congress

to carry out fully its constitutional mandate, due largely

to the gigantic size of the Federal budget and to what

many consider the outdated congressional machinery for

budget oversight.

In the last ten years, a number of proposals have been

advanced and, in a few cases, implemented. This brief

survey will examine these proposals.

I. C9nsolidation of Committees 

Prior to the Civil War, each House of Congress had

single committees which considered Federal budgetary
1/

matters on an overall basis. In the House, it was the

Ways and Means Committee; in the Senate, t±h Finance

1/
See U.S. Congress. Joint Study Committee on Budget Control.
Report. April 18, 1973. pp. 8-9.
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Committee. Due to the great amount of financial activity

generated by the Civil War, however, both committees

had to shed some of their functions to newly-created

committees with their own jurisdictions. The Ways and

Means Committee retained its taxation jurisdiction, but

gave the control over spending jurisdictidn to the new

Appropriations Committee. Two years later, the Senate

also created an Appropriations Committee separate and

distinct from the Finance Committee.

This separation in jurisdiction between the taxing and

spending activities has continued to this day. All tax

bills are considered by the Ways and Means and Finance

Committees; while expenditure activities are deliberated

on by the Appropriations Committees in the House and Senate.

In addition, the appropriation proposals are not con-

sidered by Congress in a single bill. Rather, they are

divided up into a number of measures and considered

separately by fourteen appropriations subcommittees whose

work is finished and submitted to the full committee at

different times.
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This lack of a unified approach to budget oversight

has generated reform movements to consolidate the taxing

and appropriations functions either in one single committee

in each house, as it was done in the pre-Civil War

period, or consolidation in the form of a joint budget

committee between two houses.

A. Single Budget Committees

The two major proposals presently pending before

the Congress dealing with reform of the legislative budget

machinery both call for single budget committees in both

houses.

Public Law 92-599, enacted in the closing days of

the 92d Congress, created a Joint Study Commitcee on Budget

Control which was charged with the task of proposing

"procedures for improving congressional control over

budgetary outlay and receipt totals and to assure full

coordination of an overall view of each year's budgetary

outlays with an overall view of tile anticipated revenues for
2/

that year." On April 18, 1973, the Joint Committee

2/
U.S. Congress. Joint Study Committee on Budget Control.
Report. April 11, 1973. p.l.
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issued its report which eventually was introduced in the

Senate as S.1641 (House Companion Bill H.R. 7130), the

"Budget Control Act of 1973."

A week prior to the introduction of the above bill,

another budget reform bill, called the "Congressional

Budgetary Procedures Act of 1973," was introduced by

Senators Ervin, Metcalf, Percy, Nunn, Brock and Cranston.

Both of these bills would set up special committees

on the budget in both houses solely for the purpose of

reviewing the Federal budget on an overall basis. Under

both of these bills, budget committees would submit to

each house early in the session overall spending ceilings

for the coming fiscal year, subdivided into ceilings for

each major spending category. Federal revenues and debt

limit would also be fixed. Once approved by both houses

in an omnibus resolution, the ceilings would be binding,

subject to breach only by a two-thirds vote of Congress.

Near the end of each session, the budget committees would

submit a second omnibus resolution which could adjust

the earlier ceilings on total spending or any of its corn-

3/
ponents.-

3/
Washington Post. September 9, 1973. p. C-1.
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Hearings have been held by the Senate Government

Operations Committee on S.1541 and S.1641 in April and

May and the bills have been reported to the full committee
4/

with amendments. The House is still holding hearings

on companion bill H.R. 7130 with another hearing scheduled

for September 13.

B. Joint Budget Committee

Since 1950, almost every Congress has seen a bill

introduced calling for a Joint Committee on the Budget;

in fact, the Senate consistently passed such a bill in

every Congress between 1952 and 1963, only to see the bill

eventually die in the House.

Presently pending before the Senate are bills

offered by Senators Percy (S.846) and Brock (S.40 to

create such a Joint Budget Committee. Under Senator

Percy's bill, the Joint Committee wouLd function as

follows:

4/
U.S. Congress. Senate. Hearings &2fore the Committee
on Government Operations.. Subcommittee on Budgeting,
Management, and Expenditures. Parts i and 2. April
and May 1973.
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1. The Committee would consist of 28 members,

seven from each of the four Committees -- House and Senate

Appropriations, House Ways and Means Committee and the

Senate Finance Committee.

2. At the beginning of each session, the Joint

Committee -- taking into consideration the President's budget,

recommendations, the Economic Report of the President, and

the general economic conditions -- would recommend to each house

by March 30 the maximum amount to be appropriated or

authorized for outlays in the coming fiscal year.

3. The recommendation would be accompanied by a

joint resolution which would fix an amount for all outlays

and budget authority for the coming fiscal year. If the

recommended outlay total exceeds the estimated receipts,

the joint resolution would authorize an increase in the

public debt.

4. The joint resolution would also provide for a

division of the total amount of outlays among the sub-

committees of the Appropriations Committees and all other

committees having the authority to authorize outlays.
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C. Joint Committee on Fiscal Policy

John S. Saloma III in his book, The Responsible 
5/

Use of Power recommended a joint committee whose member-

ship would be based on experience and interest rather than

seniority and rank. The major function of the Joint

Committee would be to provide a fiscal policy framework

and develop budgetary guidelines to assist the fiscal com-

mittees. "Primarily it should provide," Saloma wrote,

"a form for continuing congressional consideration of the

budget, changing economic and political assumptions on

which the budget is based, and the status-of authorizations,
6/

appropriations, and revenue measures."

5/

6/

John S. Saloma III, The Responsible Use of Power, American
Enterprise Institute, 1964, Reprinted in U.S. Senate.
Committee on Government Operations. Compendium of 
Materials on Improving the Congressionill Control Over 
The Budget. March, 1973. pp. 543-563.

Ibid, p. 561.
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More Comprehensive Budget Review

The Federal budget is reviewed in Congress by fourteen

separate appropriations subcommittees. All of these

subcommittees finish their work at different times and the

full Congress ends up voting on these budget figures as

they come out of the full Appropriations Committee, not in a

single bill.

This lack of any overall comprehensive study of each

year's budget by Congress has to some exteht been remedied

(or at least a beginning made) by passage of the Legisla-

tive Reorganization Act of 1970 tPublic Law 91-510,

October 26, 1970; 84 Stat. 1140). Section 242 of this

Act requires the House Appropriations Committee to hold

hearings on the budget as a whole 'with particular reference

to (1) the basic recommendations amd budgetary policies

of the President in the presemtatian of the Budget; and

(2) the fiscal, financial, and •eoomamic assumptions used

as bases in arriving at total estimated expenditures and
7/

receipts." —

7/
See Louis Fisher, "Proposals tto Reform Legislative
Budget Procedures," Library of Congress. Legislative
Reference Service Report. 50vember 2, 1970.
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III. More Time for Deliberation 

One of the most recurrent problems Ln the congressional

budget oversight process is the work backlog. Congress

has been unable in recent years to complete action on

appropriations bills before the start of the next fiscal

year. As a result, adequate time for examination and

study of funding levels and program objectives has not

been found. Several proposals have been advanced to remedy

this problem.

A. Multi-Year Budget

This proposal, advocated by Alice Rivlin and
8/

Charles Schultze of Brookings Institution, would require

the Administration to submit to Congrev3, an updated

three-year budget proposal every Januar:vie Last January,

under this proposal, the President wolV111. h.ave submitted

estimates for fiscal years 1974, 1975, card 1976.

Congress would then deal first with canes in the coming

fiscal year budget. Although the basi(c. etecisions in that

8/
Washington Post. September 9, 1973. C-1.
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fiscal year budget would have been made two years earlier,

re-evaluation would most likely be necessary, in view of a

changed economic outlook, natural disasters, or the need

to revise specific programs.

The benefit of such a multi-year budget process

would be that the specific authorizing and appropriating

committees would normally only do their authorizing every

two or three years. In the intervening year, they would

consider the appropriation levels for programs they had

authorized, and use some time to find out how the programs

were working.

B. Change to Calendar Year

A number of bills have been introduced, over the

years to change the United States fiscal year

to coincide with the calendar year. The fiscal year would

begin, under this proposal, on January 1 rather than

July 1. This would give Congress more time to consider

appropriation bills and eliminate, in most cases, the need

to resort to continuing resolutions once thc jt-,:e 30 dead-

line is passed.
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C. Separate Fiscal and Legislative Sessions

Senator Magnuson and others have proposed that,

in addition to changing the United States fiscal year,

Congress divide its annual session into two separate

periods -- legislative and fiscal. Only regular legisla-

tion and authorization measures could be considered during

the "legislative period" and only appropriation bills

could come before the Congress during the "fiscal period."

Such a division would assist Congress in proyiding

for an orderly and expeditious consideration of the budget

estimates.

IV. Greater Staff Assistance

Congressional oversight of a burgeoning Federal budget

is a highly staff-intensive operatiom. Recognizing this

fact, the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1970 provided,

in Section 301, for an increase in preEessional staff

members for the committees, raising ?the total to g.lx

members for each standing committee..

9/
American Enterprise Institute. Legislative Analysis

Number 8. June 25, 1971, p. 12.
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A. GAO Analysts

Section 204 of the Legislative Reorganization Act

of 1970 provided to all congressional committess and joint

committees cost-effectiveness analysts from the General

Accounting Office. These analysts evaluate cost benefit

studies furnished by executive agencies, or conduct cost

benefit studies of programs under the jurisdiction of
10/

the committee.

11/
V. Expenditure Ceilings 

In recent years, Congress has imposed a limit on the

amount of outlays allowable in a single year as a means

of imposing some semblance of control over the budget.

The Revenue and Expenditure Control Act of 1968

imposed ceilings on both outlays and new obligational

authdi.ity for fiscal year 1969. Expenditures were to be

held to $180.1 billion, $6 billion less than the total

estimated in the President's budget. your categories were

10/
Fisher, supra note 7, at 8.

11/
See Allen Shick in Compendium, supra note 5, at 217.
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exempted from the limits: Vietnam costs, inter
est on the

public debt, veterans' benefits, and social se
curity

payments.

The Second Supplemental Appropriations Act (1969) 
set

a $191.9 billion limit on outlays for fiscal 19
70 but

imposed no lid on obligations. This was $1 billion below

the revised budget submitted by President Nixon i
n April

1969. The ceiling was to be adjusted if the-Congress too
k

action at variance with the Administration's budget.

The Second Supplemental Act (1970) raised the limita
-

tion on fiscal 1970 spending to $197.8 billion and

established a $200.7 billion maximum for fiscal 19
71

outlays. Congressional action was exempted from the

limitations.

For fiscal 1973, President Nixon proposed to Congress

the establishment of a ceiling of $250 billion,
 $6-8 billion

below estimated spending for the year. The bill implementing

the proposal of the President failed to paa
, lowever,

owing to the lack of an agreement between liOUSQ
 and the
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Senate on the type of restrictions to be placed on the

President so as to preserve some semblace of Congressional

authority over spending.
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and that indivilual shall be directly respOnsible to the: Comptrolie-r,eneral.
, •••

(b) Within the Division there shall be a separate. office for .e'ach• ,
. ,

•• i
Executive agency which sh,i11,71 — ... .,

i:e•
• •

••••



(1) continuously observe and study the operation of the agency to

determine the fficiency and effectiveness of the agency in the utilization

of ppropriated fu s;

(2) review and analyze the budget estimates submitted by that agency

Ifor inclusion in the Budget and in supplemental and deficiency requests;

1(3) review and analyze budget requests for that agency includ d in the

Budget and in supplemental and deficiency budget requests submittrd to

Congress; and

(4) itin present and future budget estimates with respect

to that agency, based upon observations of the agency's operations,

specifying the differences between its estimates and the estimates of

that agency and those estimates and requests submitted to Congress with

respect to that agency with the reasons for such difference's;

(5) develop, establish and maintain an up-to-date inventory of

executive branch fiscal, budgetary, and program related information; and

(6) review these agency operations on a contiquing bas's and
^4.41Z-0444 eV 6:14- ;---.44-0Ator 114 -44.44".

ivoiTettrenthe agency is satisfying Congressional intent and requirements

(c) The Comptroller General shall transmit to Congress, as soon as prac-

ticable, each review, analysis, ans1.-estimate of each such office.

SEC. 3. (a) ..H,bstntially all of the personnel cLffiee for wit.-Executive

agency shall be located in the main office building of that agenm) That

Executive agency shall provide to the office such space within its main

building as the Comptroller General considers appropriate to enable the office

to carry out its duties under this Act.



(b) Each office for an Executive agency is authorized to request and

obtain such information, with respect to such agency, from any Executive

agency as the Comptroller General considers necessary to carry out the

duties of that office under this Act. Any information so requested shall

be provided by any such agency. 
77---,4:44,:r4,...a.

SEC. 4. An officer or employee in office for an Executive agency

shall not serve in that office for more than 36 consecutive months. Upon

termination of service in that office, such officer or employee shall not be

appointed, detailed, assigned, or otherwise made available to perform duties

with respect to that same agency unless at least 6 years have elapsed since

t he date of such termination of service.

SEC. 5. There is authorized to be appropriated such sums as may be neces-

sary to carry out the provision l (If this ACt/ but not more than 10% of the funds

utilized by the various agencies of the Executive Branch in the formulation,

_
presentation, and justification of agency estimates within the various agencies

and departments; presentation and justification to the Office of Management

and Budget; and presentation and justification to Congress.

4c mg% zW too,



OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

August 1, 1973
DIRECTOR

Honorable John 0. Pastore

United States Senate

Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Pastore:

This is in response to your letter 
of July 17 requesting

the views and recommendations of the O
ffice of Telecom-

munications Policy concerning the 
application of S. 1361,

the proposed general revision of the co
pyright law, to

cable retransmissions of professional
 sports broadcasts.

The Federal Communications Commission
 (FCC) rules con-

template that new copyright legisl
ation will provide for

compulsory licensing of the distant
 signals retransmitted

by cable systems, to complement the 
various degrees of

program exclusivity protection affo
rded by the rules.

Although the FCC's initial cable rule
s did not include

specific provisions as to sports prog
ramming, the Commis-

sion recognized that sports programs s
tood on a different

footing from other television fare. Accordingly, the FCC

proposed rules designed to prevent cable
 systems from

circumventing the sports broadcast practic
es, particularly

the so-called home game blackout, which are 
sanctioned by

the antitrust exemption granted by Public Law
 87-331.

Although the proceeding in which the propose
d cable-sports

rules are being considered is still pending,
 the Commission

has stated the underlying principle that cable 
systems

should not be allowed to circumvent the nati
onal policy

respecting broadcast rights for sports event
s through

their retransmissions of sports telecasts. OTP supports

this principle. We also agree with Senator McClellan's

expressed desire that Section 111 of the c
opyright revi-

sion be modified to eliminate all provisions that
 may be

regarded as primarily regulatory and that the 
copyright

bill simply implement whatever statutory policy 
governs

sports broadcasts and cablecasts at the time the 
bill is

enacted.
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While the present language of Section 111 accomplishes

the objective of implementing the policy on sports

presentations, it appears to go further by depriving

a cable system of a compulsory license for retransmis-

sion of distant sports broadcasts whenever the broadcast

stations in the cable system's local area have not, for

whatever reason, received authorization for broadcast of

such games.

For example, while public policy might permit a team or

a league to black out certain games to protect home game

gate receipts, Section 111 would prevent the cable

retransmission of any game not locally televised even

where no home game is being played or where the system

is not located within the home territory of any profes-

sional team.

Moreover, under the professional football league contracts

with the television networks, when home games are blacked

out, the network provides the local affiliate with another

game that is presumed to be of regional or local interest.

Section 111 would operate to preclude the cable system in

that area from offering another football telecast from a

distant broadcast station, thereby confining cable
subscribers to the choice of games made available for
them by the network.

Finally, Section 111 would even prevent the retransmission
of a game into a market where a team or league had not
sought to make that game available to broadcast stations
because of anticipated lack of viewer interest.

In situations such as these, cable systems would be
precluded from offering sports presentations to their sub-
scribers solely by operation of Section 111(c)(4)(C) and
not as a means of preventing circumvention of the public
policy regarding sports broadcasts, whether reflected in
Public Law 87-331, S. 1841, or any other legislative
provision.

Therefore, if Section 111 is intended only to preserve
intact public policy regarding sports broadcasts, which
pertains at the time the copyright revision is enacted,
it should be modified. It should be more narrowly drawn
so as to remove from compulsory licensing only those
professional sporting events whose retransmission by cable
systems would result in a departure from legally sanctioned
Sports broadcast practices.
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This still leaves a question of whether professional

sports leagues, which enjoy the benefits of a statu-
tory antitrust exemption, should be allowed to deprive

millions of fans in cities throughout the Nation of the

opportunity to watch their home team even when seats to

the game are sold out in advance. I would like to take
this opportunity to state that the Administration whole-

heartedly favors legislation which would prohibit such

sports leagues from blacking out sold-out home games.

Should you require any additional information, I would

welcome the opportunity to provide it.

Sincerely,

Clpy T. Whitehead

7.4.,



_pH./ 9, 1973

Honorable Sam J. :Asvin, Jr.
united States Senate
ashington, D.C. 2051n

ear Senator Irvin:

appreciate your taking the time to meet with
me today to discuss the Administration's proposals
regarding broadcasting, particularly the First
Amendment implications, I have enclosed a copy
of the speech I gave last December.

I want to reassure you again that this Administration
has never had intentions of using or expanding any
Federal power over content of broadcasting, including
the news. o the contrary, we feel that the require-
ment of a government license to engage in the broad-
casting business has been too convenient an excuse
for expansion of governmental powers over what is and
is not broadcast on our electronic media. It is our
intention to seek a reduction of such controls,
something we view as very much necessary to maintain
the spirit of the First 1.aendment in this electronic
age.

I also enclose for your information the Administration's
proposed legislation and the accorpanying explanatory
materials which discuss in more detail how we view
the sensitive balance between necessary government
regulation and the protections of the First Azendment
in broadcasting. However, because of the critical
involvement of constitutional issues and your leadership
in promoting constitutional freedoms, I would be most
appreciative of any comments you !lave to offer.



As 1 mentioned, we will be more conscientious in
keeping you informed of our activities, and I would
welcome the opportunity to discuss either the issues
or our activities with you at any tie..

6est personal regards.

cc:
DO Records
00 Chron
Mr. Whitehead
Lva

CTWhitehead:mlf:4-10-73

Sincerely,

Clay T. Whitehead



OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

March 13, 1973
DIRECTOR

Honorable Carl Albert
Speaker of the House
of Representatives

Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Speaker:

am submitting herewith for the consideration of the
Congress, a proposed revision of section 307 of the Communi-
cations Act of 1934, as amended, which pertains to the term
of broadcast station licenses.

The basic concept of the American system of broadcast-
ing is that of localism. It means that broadcasting will
be rooted in private enterprise at the community level,
with many autonomous and independent local broadcasters
throughout the country seeking to construct program sched-
ules in accordance with the tastes, desires, needs, and
interests of the public in the area which they serve.
This principle reflects the American tradition of having
a multitude of diverse local voices serving both local and
national purposes in many communities and areas throughout
the country.

The broadcast media, however, are unique among our many
outlets for expression, in that only they are licensed by the
Federal Government. Our system of broadcasting presents
this country with a unique dilemma that goes back to the
basic policy embodied in the Communications Act of 1934.
On the one hand, the Act reauires a government agency --
the Federal Communications Commission -- to grant applica-
tions for broadcast licenses only if the public interest,
convenience, and necessity will be served thereby. This
necessarily means that, to some extent, the government
will be involved in passing judgment on the heart of that
broadcast service, which is the broadcasters' programming.
On the other hand, the First Amendment, which applies fully
to radio and television broadcasting, denies government the
power of censorship and the power to interfere with our
most valued rights of free press, free speech, and free
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expression. It is within the system of government licensing
that these two somewhat contradictory objectives must be
balanced. And, within the system of licensing, the most
important aspect is the license renewal process. It is
the pressure point of the system, because the manner in
which renewals are treated goes to the core of the govern-
ment's relationship to broadcasting.

The requirement to seek government permission to continue
in business and the threat of nonrenewal affect the licensee

throughout the license term not just at renewal time. Renewal
procedures and the factors to be considered by the government
at renewal time have a substantial impact upon the daily

operations of broadcast stations and the manner in which

broadcasters exercise their public responsibilities. Therefore,
these procedures and factors could have a stifling effect on

the free flow of information, which is so vital to the interests

of a free society.

The First Amendment should guarantee broadcasters the right

to disseminate ideas, popular and unpopular, and without regard

as to whether they are consistent with the views of government.
Yet, the role of the broadcasters, not as free agents, but as

agents authorized to act only so long as they espouse views
consistent with government views, is a possibility under current
license renewal procedures. That danger exists when broadcasters

affected by the uncertainty and instability of their business
and lacking assurance that they will be able to continue to

exorcise their local responsibilities, seek safety by rendering
the type of program performance necessary to obtain renewal.
If the government encourages this type of compliance by setting
detailed criteria to determine such performance, the effect
could be to turn broadcasters away from the communities that
they are licensed to serve and to cause them to seek to serve
the government that charts the course for them.

Counterbalancing the goal of stability in the renewal
process, however, is the clear public interest mandate of the
Communications Act and its prohibition against anyone acquiring
a property right in the broadcast license. The license is and
must continue to be a public trust; an opportunity to render
service; and a privilege to use a scarce public resource to
speak to and on behalf of the public. No licensee who fails
to exercise the responsibility to his local audience can have
any assurance of renewal. Accordingly, the threat of nonrenewal
and the spur of competition in broadcasting arc important parts
of the overall statutory plan.
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At present the license renewal process is conductedin an unstable environment. The bill submitted with thisletter would restore balance and stability to the licenserenewal process and enable the private enterprise broad-casters, operating within the rights and the responsibili-ties of the First Amendment, to serve the public's paramountright in the broadcast media.

The Administration bill would change the presentpractice and procedures with respect to license renewalsin the following four essential ways:

1. License terms for radio and televisionstations would be extended from threeto five years. When the CommunicationsAct was prepared in 1934, the relativelybrief three-year license term was areasonable precaution in dealing with anew and untested broadcast industry. Afive-year term, however, seems to be morereasonable at this stage in broadcasting'sdevelopment. It would inject more stabilityinto broadcast operations and would allowmore time for the licensee to determine theneeds and interests of his local community,and plan long-range programs of communityservice.

2. The bill would eliminate the present re-quirement for an automatic, lengthy, andcostly comparative hearing whenever a com-peting application is filed for the samebroadcast service. The FCC would be ableto exercise its independent judgment as towhether a comparative hearing is necessary.The renewal challenger would bear the burdenof demonstrating that the renewal applicanthas not met the criteria of the Act. Ifthe incumbent licensee had performed in thepublic interest, he would be assured ofrenewal. A hearing would be required onlyif the Commission were unable to concludethat the broadcaster's performance warrantedrenewal.
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3. The bill would precl
ude the FCC from rest

ructur-

ing the broadcast indu
stry through the ren

ewal

process. Presently, the FCC c
an implement

policies relating to 
broadcast industry str

ucture

such as a policy rest
ricting newspaper owne

rship

of broadcast stations -
- through the criter

ia it

uses to decide renewal 
hearings. This allows for

the restructuring of th
e broadcast industry

 in a

haphazard, highly su
bjective, and incons

istent

manner. The bill would est
ablish that if these

industry-wide policies
 affecting broadcas

t owner-

ship are imposed or ch
anged, only the gen

eral

rulemaking procedures of
 the FCC would be 

used,

with full opportunities
 provided to the en

tire

broadcast industry and
 to all interested 

members

of the public to parti
cipate in the procee

ding.

•••••

4. The license renewal bil
l would also forbid 

FCC

use of predetermined cr
iteria, categories,

quotas, formats, and gu
idelines for evalua

ting

the programming perfor
mance of the license

renewal applicant. There has been an in
creasing

trend for the FCC to di
ctate to the broadca

sters

as to what "good" or "f
avored" program perf

ormance

is from the governmen
t's point of view. The bill,

therefore, would halt t
his trend toward an

illusory quantificatio
n of the public intere

st

in broadcast programm
ing and would remove th

e

government from the sen
sitive area of making

value judgments on t
he content of broadcast

programming. The bill would make the 
local

community the touchsto
ne of the public servic

e

concept embodied in th
e Communications Act.

Serving the local comm
unities' needs and in-

terests instead of th
e desires of governmen

t

would become the bro
adcasters' number one pri

ority.

The Office of Management
 and Budget advises th

at enactment

of the proposed legislat
ion would be in accord

 with the program

of the President.

A similar letter is bein
g sent to the President

 of the

Senate.

Sincerely,

,e . 1ç4, ,--I" re

( /

Clay T. Whitehead

Enclosure



A BILL

To amend the Communications Act of 1934 to
provide that licenses for the operation
of a broadcast station shall be issued
for a term of five years, and to establish
orderly procedures for the consideration
of applications for the renewal of such
licenses.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repre-
sentatiTcis of the United States of America in Cc2.1=s
assembled, That section 307 of the Communications Act
67-1934 shall be amended by striking subsection (d)
of said section, and inserting in lieu thereof the
following:

"Sec. 307(d) (I) No license granted for the operation
of any class of station shall be for a longer term than
five years, and any license granted may be revoked as
hereinafter provided. Upon the expiration of any
license, upon application therefor, a renewal of such
license may be granted from time to time for an addi-
tional term of not longer than five years, if the Commis-
sion finds that the public interest, convenience, and
necessity would be served thereby.

(2) With respect to any application for the
renewal of a broadcasting license, the Commission shall
grant such application if it finds that the applicant
is legally, financially, technically, and otherwise
qualified to hold such a license under the provisions
of this Act and the rules and regulations of the Com-
mission, and that the applicant:

(A) is substantially attuned to the
needs and interests of the public
in its service area, and demonstrates,
in its program service and broadcast
operations, a good faith effort to be
responsive to such needs and interests;
and

(B) affords reasonable opportunity for
the discussion of conflicting views
on issues of public importance;

Provided, however, that in applying subparagraph (A),
Trie Commission shall not consider any predetermined
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performance criteria, categories, quotas, percentages,
formats, or other guidelines of general applicability
respecting the extent, nature, or content of broadcast
programming; and that in applying subparagraph (B),
the Commission shall consider only the overall pattern
of programming provided by the applicant on particular
public issues.

(3) Notwithstanding any other provision of this
Act, the procedure to be followed in the event that an
application for the renewal of a broadcasting license
is challenged by a petition to deny or by a competing
application for the same broadcast service is as follows:

(A) The petitioner or party filing such
competing application shall make
specific allegations of fact suffi-
cient to show that grant of the
application for renewal would be pima
facie inconsistent with paragraph (2)
ofr—iTis subsection. Such allegations
of fact shall, except for those of
which official notice may be taken,
be supported by affidavit of a person
or persons with personal knowledge
thereof. The applicant for renewal
shall be given the opportunity to file
a reply in which allegations of fact
or denials thereof shall similarly be
supported by affidavit.

(B) If the Commission finds on the basis
of the application, the pleadings
filed, and other matters which it may
officially notice, that there are no
substantial and material questions of
fact and that a grant of the applica-
tion to renew the license would be
consistent with paragraph (2) of this
subsection, it shall grant such
application, terminate the proceeding,
and issue a concise statement of the
reasons for its findings. If a sub-
stantial and material question of
fact is presented, or if the Commission
for any reason is unable to find that
grant of the application would be consis-
tent with paragraph (2) of this subsection,
it shall proceed with the hearing
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provided in subsection 309(e) of this
Act to determine whether grant of the
application would be consistent with
paragraph (2) of this subsection. If,
in such hearing, the Commission finds .
that a grant of the application would be
consistent with such paragraph, it shall
grant such application, terminate the
proceeding and issue a concise statement
of the reasons for its finding. If the
Commission for any reason is unable to
make such a finding, it shall either
deny the renewal application or consider
it together with any competing application
or applications for the same broadcast
service, then on file or later timely
filed, and shall grant the application
that will best serve the public interest,
convenience and necessity.

(4) In order to expedite action on applications for
renewal of broadcasting station licenses and in order to
avoid needless expense to applicants for such renewals,
the Commission shall not require any such applicant to
file any information which previously has been furnished
to the Commission or which is not directly material to
the considerations that affect the granting or denial
of such application, but the Commission may require any
new or additional facts it deems necessary to make its
findings. Pending any hearing and final decision on
such an application and the disposition of any petition
for rehearing pursuant to Section 405, the Commission
shall continue such license in effect. Consistently with
the foregoing provisions of this subsection, the Commission
may by rule prescribe the period or periods for which
licenses shall be granted and renewed for particular classes
of stations, but the Commission may not adopt or follow any
rule which would preclude it, in any case involving a
station of a particular class, from granting or renewing
a license for a shorter period than that prescribed for
stations of such class if, in its judgment, public interest,
convenience, or necessity would be served by such action."

V



EXPLANATION AND SECTIONAL ANALYSIS

REGULATORY BACKGROUND

Twelve years ago, the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC), in its "Report and Statement of Policy
Re: Commission En Banc Programming Inquiry," 20 P&F
Radio Reg. 1901 (1960), sought a delicate balance between
the public interest performance of broadcast licensees and
minimal governmental interference with program decisions.
In doing so, the Commission stressed the same principle
that underlies the proposed legislation, namely the separa-
tion of government from broadcasting.

This principle is consistent with the intent of the
Communications Act of 1934 and Congress' continual refusal
to impose, or to permit the FCC to impose, affirmative pro-
gramming requirements or priorities. For example, in the
face of "persuasive arguments" that the Commission require
licensees to present specific types of programs, the Com-
mission stated that:

"[W]e are constrained to point out that
the First Amendment forbids governmental
interference asserted in aid of free
speech, as well as governmental action
repressive of it. The protection against
abridgement of freedom of speech and press
flatly forbids governmental interference,
benign or otherwise."

Id. at 1907.

The Commission noted that, while it may inquire of
licensees what they have done to determine community needs,
it cannot impose its own notions of what the public should
see and hear, stating:

"Although the Commission must determine
whether the total program service of broad-
casters is reasonably responsive to the
interests and needs of the public they
serve, it may not condition the grant, denial
or revocation of a broadcast license upon
its own subjective determination of what is
or is not a good program."

Td. at 1907.
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Finally, in summarizing the obligations and responsi-
bilities of broadcast licensees, the Commission stated that:

"The confines of the licensee's duty are
set by the general standard 'the public
interest, convenience or necessity.' The
initial and principal execution of that
standard, in terms of the area he is
licensed to serve, is the obligation of
the licensee. The principal ingredient
of such obligation consists of a diligent,
positive and continuing effort by the
licensee to discover and fulfill the
tastes, needs and desires of his service
area. If he has accomplished this, he
has met his public responsibility."

Id. at 1912.

Yet, during the past decade, there has been a trend
toward a more expansive view of the government's power to
require licensees to present certain types of programs.
Recently, this has led the Commission to propose various
quantitative criteria for such program typos.

It is, therefore, appropriate that the Congress re-
affirm its views regarding the relationship between
government and the broadcast media that it must license.
The proposed revision of section 307(d) of the Communica-
tions Act of 1934 enables the Congress to reaffirm the
independence, freedom and responsibility of the broadcast
licensee by making the following changes in the Communica-
tions Act, which would apply to all pending and future
broadcast license renewal applications.

DISCUSSION OF THE PROPOSED LEGISLATION 

A. Section 307(d)(1): License Term

The proposed legislation would lengthen the term
of broadcast licenses from three to five years; thereby
reducing the frequency of government intervention and
enhancing the free enterprise character of the broadcast
media.

In 1934, when the Communications Act was enacted,
a three-year license term was a reasonable precaution in
dealing with a new industry. A five-year license at this
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stage in the development of broadcasting, however, is
reasonable since the longer term enables licensees to render
high quality service, by injecting more stability into the
license renewal process.

The Commission's power to protect the public by
use of forfeitures, "early" renewal applications, and
license revocations is in no way diminished by the extended
license term. Moreover, the longer term would enable the
Commission to give closer scrutiny to each renewal applica-
tion, since the number of renewal applications to be processed
annually would be reduced from 2,700 to 1,600. Further, this
closer scrutiny would allow the Commission to resolve
problems without deferring the grant of as many renewal
applications as is now the case. Curent estimates, for
instance, are that some 140 applications are in deferred
status.

It should be noted that this provision would apply
prospectively to any original broadcast license or to any
existing license which the FCC renews after the enactment
of the bill.

B. Section 307(d)(2): Renewal Standards 

The proposed legislation clarifies the Communica-
tions Act's broad "public interest" criterion as it applies
to renewal applications.

As a starting point, the proposed legislation
specifies that the renewal applicant must be qualified, under
the Act and the rules and regulations of the Commission, to
hold a license. This requirement goes beyond minimal legal,
technical and financial qualifications. The applicant's
broadcast record must be free of serious deficiencies in
compliance with the Act and with the rules and regulations
of the Commission, such as a pattern of failure in making
sponsorship identification announcements, violation of the
equal employment opportunity rules, fraudulent practices in
keeping logs or in reporting changes in owership information,
and the like.

However, with the exceptions noted below, policies
developed by the Commission could not be enforced against
the applicant at renewal time unless reduced to rules.
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Thus, Commission policies applicable to initial licensing,

such as local ownership, integration of ownership and

management, and diversification of media control, would not

be applicable to renewal applicants, unless the Commission

had decided that the applicant did not satisfy the renewal

criteria of the proposed subsection 307(d)(2) (see p. 12

infra). The proposed legislation, however, would not

prevent these or similar industry structure policies from

becoming rules that would be applicable to all licensees

on an industry-wide basis.

Some policies, however, could not be reduced to

rules, since they would fall within the category of pre-

determined performance criteria prohibited by the

proviso contained in paragraph (2) of section 307(d).

Such current policies as the over-commercialization policy

would fit within this category, since it substitutes a

government-imposed quota for the judgment of the licensee

as to what limits on commercial matter would best serve

his community's needs, as well as his own needs. In

addition, any future policies regarding statistical program

performance criteria, such as those being considered in the

pending Commission proceeding on license renewals (Docket

No. 19154), would also fall within this forbidden category.

The only policies that would apply directly to the

renewal applicants without having been reduced to rules

would be the ascertainment and fairness policies incorpor-

ated in subsections (A) and (13) of section 307(d)(2). The

overall fairness policy would include attendant rules, such

as the personal attack and editorial endorsement rules, and

policies such as the Cullman doctrine (free time to respond

to controversial issues) and the Zapple ruling ("quasi-equal"

time to respond to an authorized spokesman of a political

candidate). The Commission would be free to determine which

aspects of its ascertainment or fairness policies would best

be reduced to rules; however, whether in the form of rules or

not, they would be applicable to renewal applicants directly

through operation of the proposed subsections (A) and (B).

In addition to acknowledging that a renewal applicant

must comply with the requirements of the Communications Act

and the general rules and regulations of the Commission,

the proposed legislation sets out two criteria for evaluating

past and proposed programming performance of the incumbent
licensee. These criteria in turn are based upon the two
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critical obligations of the broadcaster in serving his
local public. They are the responsiveness of the licensee
to the needs and interests of the public in the communi-
ties and areas served by the broadcast station (ascertain-
ment obligation), and the licensee's performance in
affording reasonable opportunity for the discussion of
conflicting views on issues of public importance (fairness
obligation).

As noted above, these two obligations are of long
standing. The enactment of the proposed legislation would
amount to an explicit confirmation by the Congress that the
Commission has authority to review and evaluate the program-
ming performance of the renewal applicant. But, consistent
with the First Amendment and with the anti-censorship
provision of the Communications Act (section 326), the
Commission's role would be limited to an evaluation and
review of the licensee's good faith and reasonableness in
meeting the community needs and interests, conducting his
broadcast operations, and providing a program service.

As the Commission has stated:

"In short, the licensee's role in the area
of political broadcasts is essentially the
same as in the other programming areas --
to make good faith judgments as to how to 
meet his commanitv's needs and interests."

"Obligation of Licensees to Carry Political Broadcasts,"
25 P&P Radio Reg. 1731, 1740 (1963) (emphasis added).

A similar standard applies specifically with respect
to the Commission's review of the licensee's performance
under the fairness obligation:

"In passing on any complaint in this
[fairness] area, the Commission's role
is not to substitute its judgment for
that of the licensee.. .but rather to
determine whether the  licensee can be 
said to have acted reasonably and in
good faith."
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"Applicability of the Fairness Doctrine in the Handling of
Controversial Issues of Public Importance," 2 P&F Radio Reg.
2d 1901, 1904 (1964) (emphasis added).

The Commission's review of licensee programming
performance under the proposed subsections (A) and (B) would
be similar to an appellate court's review of an administra-
tive agency. The FCC would not decide the facts anew from
its own perspective and substitute its own judgment, but
would simply determine whether the licensee's determinations
were reasonable and made in good faith.

1) Section 307(d)(2)(A): Ascertainment

The public interest standard of the Act requires
licensees to make a "diligent, positive, and continuing
effort.. .to discover and fulfill the tastes, needs and desires
of [the]...community or servce area, for broadcast service."
"Report and Statement of Policy Re: Commission En Banc
Programming Inquiry," 20 P&F Radio Reg. 1901, 1915 (1960).
This has been explained as consisting ln part of eliciting
information concerning the community's needs, interests,
problems and issues. Ascertainment, which is a continuing
process through the license period, requires the broadcaster
to consult with a representative range of community leaders
and members of the general public. The broadcaster must not
only seek out and determine the nature of significant public
issues, he must respond to them specifically. In television,
this most usually means news, public affairs discussions, and
other informational programming.

The ascertainment standard in the proposed bill
incorporates this FCC precedent, although it would require
the present renewal application to be changed, since the
present application relates ascertainment only to the
applicant's proposed programs and not his past program service.
With this change in the form and evidence of a continuing
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record of ascertainment and programming responsive to that
ascertainment, the Commission would have sufficient infor-
mation before it to hold the applicant to a so-called
"promise v. performance" test. This means nothing more than
the Commission holding the licensee to the programming
standards he sets himself, based on his objective judgment
as to the nature of community needs and interests.

The term "substantially attuned" to the public's
needs and interests as used in subsection (A) of section
307(d)(2), is the same term that was used in the FCC's
"Policy Statement On Comparative Hearings Involving
Regular Renewal Applicants," 18 PO? Radio Reg. 2d 1901 (1970);
i.e., the renewal applicant must show that its service
during the preceding license period "has been substantially
attuned to meeting the needs and interests of its area."
In the context of the proposed legislation, however, there
is special emphasis on ascertainment.

Moreover, the proposed legislation would require
that the applicant demonstrate a "good faith" effort to be
responsive to the needs, interests, problems and issues he
ascertains. The "good faith" standard is an objective
standard of reasonableness as it is often used in the
law. It is also the standard that the Commission usually
uses to describe the essential responsibility of the
licensee (i.e., "to make good faith judgments as to how to
meet his community's needs and interests").

As a rule of reason, the standard would not
obligate the licensee to present programs to deal with every
problem or issue facing the public, or meet every need or
interest. In responding to the significant matters that
have been ascertained, the broadcaster may take into account
the composition of his audience; the other stations serving
the community, a factor especially relevant in radio; and
his own judgments as to his programming format. Thus, this
objective standard of reasonableness would allow flexibility
for the FCC to recognize the need for differences in treat-
ment between radio and television stations, AM and PI radio
stations, VHF and UHF television stations, profitable and
unprofitable stations, and similar reasonable distinctions
among classes and types of broadcast stations.
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This standard would in no way preclude the
Commission from using its authority under the'Communi-ca-
tions Act, including the full extent of its experimental
authority under section 303(g), to deregulate radio
broadcasting. If, however, the FCC and the Congress were
to decide that the virtually total deregulation of radio
would be in the public interest, this proposed legislation,
along with many other existing provisions of the Act, would
have to be amended accordingly.

2) Section 307(d)(2)(B): Fairness 

The "fairness" obligation is a statutory policy
relating to the broadcaster's programming performance and
is a necessary corollary to the ascertainment standard of
subsection (A).

Use of the fairness obligation as a standard
for license renewal is fully consistent with the law and
the established practice of the Commission. The Supreme
Court, in the Red Lion case, specifically stated:

"To condition the granting or renewal of
licenses on a willingness to present repre-
sentative community views on controversial
issues is consistent with the ends and
purposes of those constitutional provisions
forbidding the abridgment of freedom of
speech and freedom of the press."

Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v. FCC, 395 U.S. 367, 394 (1969).

Inclusion of the fairness obligation in the
renewal standards would also serve as a Congressional
expression of intent as to the preferred method for fairness
obligation enforcement. The obligation was initially
enforced by reviewing the overall performance of the
licensee at renewal time. For example, the 1960 "Program-
ming Inquiry" report stated that:



"This responsibility usually is of the
generic kind and thus, in the absence of
unusual circumstances, is not exercised
with regard to particular situations but
rather in terms of operating policies of
stations as viewed over a reasonable period
of time. This, in the  past, has meant a 
review, usually in terms of  filed complaints,
in connection with the apnlications made each 
three-year 1:7,ariod for renewal  of station
licenses."

20 P&F Radio Reg. 1901, 1910 (1960) (emphasis added).

By the mid-1960's, however, the Commission
began to assess the performance of this obligation on an
issue-by-issue basis. It undertook to inquire, with respect
to each issue, whether various sides were presented; and
effectively to compel adjustment or redress when it deter-
mined that a particular point of view was inadequately
represented. As this method of enforcement -- or the Fairness
Doctrine -- has escalated, the government has boon injected
with increasing frequency into the licensee's responsibility
to make reasonable fairness judgments.

Although the proposed legislation does not
eliminate issue-by-issue enforcement of the fairness obliga-
tion, there is a need for the Congress to clarify that the
appropriate way for the government to evaluate what is
essentially a journalistic and private responsibility is by
overall review of licensee fairness performance at renewal
time.

Here again, the rule of reason would apply, in
that the broadcaster would not jeopardize his license by
occasionally failing to achieve perfect "fairness" and
"balance," as long as he had made good faith efforts to cover
issues in a balanced manner, and, when appropriate, selected
responsible spokesmen for conflicting viewpoints, and offered
them reasonable amounts of time with respect to problems and
issues dealt with by the broadcaster.
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3) Section 307(d)(2): Proviso 

The proviso makes clear that, in applying sub-
section (A)'s ascertainment standard, the Commission may not
consider any predetermined performance criteria, categories,
quotas, percentages, formats, or other such guidelines of
general applicability with respect to the licensee's broad-
cast programming. Thus, the legislation would establish
the local community as the point of reference for evaluating
a broadcaster's performance. In effect, it would place the
responsibility and incentive for superior performance in
the hands of the local licensee and the public he undertakes
to serve, without the convenient crutch of government
specifications as to the kind of program performance that
will satisfy the statutory standard.

At present, the Commission's programming policy
categorizes programming by type (i.e., agricultural, enter-
tainment, news, public affairs, religious, instructional and
sports) and by source (i.e., local, network and recorded,
which means only non-local non-network). Although enforce-
ment of program standards, quotas and the like is not made
explicit or formal, broadcasters, especially television
broadcasters, are expected to provide a "well-rounded"
program service consisting of programming in each of the
categories, which respectable showings in the most favored
categories of news and public affairs.

Moreover, the Commission has proposed the
establishment of program quotas in certain categories as
representing a prima facie showing of "substantial service"
to be used in evaluating a television applicant's program
performance in the context of a comparative renewal hearing.*/

*/"With respect to local programming, a range of 10-15% of
the broadcast effort (including 10-15% of the prime-time
period, 6-11 p.m., when the largest audience is available
to watch).

"The proposed figure for news is 8-10% for the network
affiliate, 5% for the independent VHF station (including a
figure of 8-10% and 5%, respectively in the prime-time
period).

"In the public affairs area, the tentative figure is 3-5%
with, as stated, a 3% figure for the 6-11 p.m. time period."

Notice of Inquiry in Docket No. 19154, 2 Current Service
P&F Radio Reg. 53:429,431 (1971).



Although the percentage quotas are expressly limited to use
in such hearings, it is only the foolhardy broadcaster who
does not treat them as minimum standards in creating his
program service and preparing his renewal application.

Government guidelines respecting the extent and
content of television programs are inappropriate to the
statutory scheme for broadcasting. The existence of such
guidelines changes the character of the broadcast license.
Instead of reflecting a public trust to be carried out by
an independent, private licensee, the license merely becomes
a government contract, under which the licensee performs in
accordance with government specifications regarding the
quantity and content of program service. Thus, the proviso
would take from the FCC's hands the authority to create and
enforce such specifications. It would stress that the
proper role for government in the program area is as arbiter
in the ascertainment and programming dialogue between the
broadcaster and the public, without injecting its own judg-
ments into this dialogue.

Accordingly, under the proposed legislation,
the Commission's review of program performance would be
based upon considerations such as:

(1) the mechanics, quantity and quality
of the applicant's ascertainment
efforts;

(2) an evaluation of the applicant's
past, present, and proposed program-
ming in light of the ascertained
needs, interests, problems and issues,
i.e., the community's standards of
program performance and not the FCC's
program standards;

(3) the "promise v. performance" aspects
of the broadcaster's programming
showing; and

(4) various "content neutral" aspects of
the applicant's programming, such as
programming expenditures; equipment
and facilities devoted to programming;
policies regarding preemption of time
to present special programs; and the like.
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In addition, the proviso also makes clear that,in applying the "fairness" standard of subsection (B), the
Commission may. consider only the overall pattern of program-ming on particular public issues, as explained above.

C. Section 307(d)(3): Procedure for Competing Applications 

The proposed legislation would not change the currentprocedures for Commission consideration of petitions to denylicense renewal applications.

FCC records show that during fiscal year 1972, 68
petitions to deny were filed against the renewal applicationsof 108 broadcast stations. Most petitions were filed by
minority and special interest groups in the broadcasters'
communities and contained allegations directed toward the
licensees' ascertainment efforts, programming for minority
groups, and employment practices. Nothing in the proposed
legislation would adversely affect the ability of these
groups to file such petitions.

The proposed bill, however, would change the pro-
cedures for dealing with competing applications for the same
broadcast service. It would require the competing applicant
to show that a grant of the renewal application would be
inconsistent with the legislation's criteria for renewal.
If this burden could not be met, the Commission would grant
the renewal application and dismiss the competing applicationIf, however, the Commission were unable to make the requisitefinding, or if there were a material factual question
presented, the renewal application would be set for hearing.

The first issue to be resolved in the hearing, with
the full participation of the competing applicant, would be
whether the renewal applicant has, in fact, met the criteriaset out in section 307(d)(2). If so, the hearing would be
terminated, the renewal application granted, and the competing
application dismissed. If it is found, however, that the
renewal applicant does not meet the criteria, the Commissionwould have the choice of dismissing the renewal application,or, if appropriate, entering the second phase of the hearingby considering it together with the competing applicationor applications. The criteria to be used in such an
eventuality would be based upon the showings of all the
applicants with respect to the section 307(d)(2) standards
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i.e., the applicants' qualifications and their programming
proposals, as well as the standard comparative issues.

This change in the competing application pro-
cedures is needed because a licensee seeking renewal should
not be put to the same tests used for applicants seeking
original licenses. An incumbent licensee should not be
deprived of the broadcasting privilege unless clear and
sound reasons of public policy demand such action. This
does not give the incumbent an unfair advantage solely by
reason of its prior operations. The proposed legislation
would simply require the FCC to exercise its independent
judgment on the question of whether the incumbent licensee
has rendered meritorious service. ' The legislation would
thus balance the interest of using renewal process to
spur licensee performance with the equally important
interest of injecting more predictability and stability into
broadcast operations.

The goal of fostering competition in broadcasting is
fundamental to the Communications Act, but the present pro-
cedures for competing applications are not the most
appropriate means of serving this goal. The competition
fostered by current procedures is not competition in the
marketplace of programming and services offered to the public.
It amounts to no more than one applicant vying with another
before a government agency for the license privilege. It
does not result in a net increase in competition in the
offering of community broadcast services, but simply operates
to substitute one licensee for another. There is a need
for increased competition among broadcasters, but this need
should be met by government policies that expand broadcast
outlets and reduce economic concentration among existing
broadcasters.

D. Section 307(d)(4): Miscellaneous Provisions 

This section of the proposed legislation simply
incorporates the portions of the present section 307(d) that
would remain unchanged by the bill.



MARKUP OF SUBSECTION 307(d) OF
THE COMMUNICATIONS ACT OF 1934

(d) Ne-lieense-granted-for-the-operation-of-a
breadeasting-station-shall-be-for-a-longer-term-than
three-years-and-no-license-so-granted-for-any-other
elass-of-station-shall-Be-for-a-longer-term-than-five
years3-and-any-license-gYaRtetl-may-he-reveked-as
hereinafter-prevideJ7--Upen-the-expiration-of-any
license3-upon-applieation-thereferi-a-renewal-of-such
lieense-may-he-grante-frem-time-to-time-for-a-term
ef-net-to-exeeetl-three-years-in-the-ease-of-broad-
easting-lieense57-and-not-execed-five-years-in-the
ease-ef-ether-1ieen3es5-if-tlic-eommission-finds-that
public-interest3-eenvenience-and-neeessity-would-be
served-therehy7--In-ereler-to-expedite-action-on-appli-
eations-for-renewal-of-broadeasting-station-lieenses
and-in-erder-to-aveiel-needless-expeRse-to-applicants
fer-such-rencwals3-the-Gemmi-ssion-s11all-not-require
any-such-applicant-te-file-any-information-which-
pyevieus3y-has-eeex-furnished-te-the-eommission-or
whieh-is-not-direetly-Nateria1-to-the-eonsiderations-
that-affect-the-graliting-ev-Jenial-of-sueh-applieation
but-the-eemmission-may-require-any-new-or-additional
faets-it-deems-neeessary-te-maRe-its-findings7--Pena-
ixg-arty-hearing-amd-final-deeisiox-on-sueh-an-appliea-
tien-and-the-dispesition-ef-any-petition-fer-rehearing
pursuant-te-Seetion-4953-the-eomission-shall-eontinue
saeh-lieense-in-effeet7--eonsistently-with-the-fore-
geing-provisions-of-this-stibseetion5-the-Commissiox
may-by-rule-pyeseyibe-the-period-or-periods-for-which
licenses-shall-ee-granted-and-renewed-for-particular
elasses-of-statiens,-but-the-eemNission-may-net-adopt
eF-follow-any-rule-whieh-would-pyeelHde-iti-in-any
ease-involving-a-statien-ef-a-paFtieular-elass3-from
granting-er-renewing-a-license-for-a-shorter-period
than-that-preseribeta-fer-stations-ef-such-elass-if,
i1i-its-judgment3-publie-interest7-eonvenienee3-or
Reeessity-weuld-be-served-by-sueh-aeti-on.

"Sec. 307(d) (1) No Zicemse gAanted 4oL
o6 any aa66 o6 'station J.,hatt be 60L a to
6ive yea/z, and any ii e. pLanted may b
heiLeina6te/t pfLovidcd. Upon the expikatio
ticenze, upon apptication theke4ok, a ken
ticenze may be gkaated 4.Lom time to time
tionat tekm o6 not tongut than 4ive yeakz
zion 4ind4 that thc pubtic ine/tet, cony
necezzity woutd be 4e/Lved thcAeby.

the opekation
lige& tekm than
e kevoked as
n o4 any
mat o() zuch
4ok an addi-
, the Commiz
enience, and
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(2) With ILespect to any apptication 40k the
kenewat o4 a b,toadcasting ticense, the Commission shatt.
94ant such appZication i6 it inds that the appZicant
Lo tegatly, 4inanciatty, technicatty, and othekwise
quaZi6ied to hod such a ticense undm the pkovisions
o4 this Act and the kutes and neguZations $06 the Com-
mission, and that the appZicant:

(A) it', substantiaLty attuned to the
needs and intekests o4 the pubtic
in its scavice a/tm, and demonstiLates,
in its oogkam smvice and bkoadcast
opmations, a good 6aith e66o4t to be
kesporsive to such needs and inteAests;
and

(B) a46okds keasonabte oppoktunity 4ok
the discussion o4 congicting views
on i,5SUC4 o4 pubtic impoAtance;

Pkovided, howevek, that in apptying subpakagkaph (A),
th-E Commiss5n shaZt not considek any oedetumined
pen6o4mance otiteAia, categonies, quotas, putcentages,
6okmats, ok othek guideZ6les o6 gene4a appticabitity
kespecting the extent, natu/Le, ok content o6 b4oadcast
pkogkamming; and that in app tying subpanagnaph (13),
the Commission isha,C.Z cons1de4 on-Cy thc ove&at.t. pattuLn
o4 pkogkamming pkovided by the appZicant on pakticutak
pubtie issues.

(3) Notwithstanding any othek pAovision 06 this
Act, the pflocedu4c to be 4ottowed in the event that an
apptication 40k the /LenewaZ o6 a bkoadcasting Zicense
is chattenged by a petition to deny ok by a competing
apptication 604 the same Imoadcast 4e4vice is as 40ttow4:

(A) The petitione4 Oft pakty 4aUng such
competing apptication shat-e. make
speci6ic attegations o4 4act su66i-
cient to ,show that gkant o6 the
app,Cication 60k 4enewat woutd be pflima
6acje inconsistent with pa4ag4aph (2)
o6 tas subsection. Such atZegations
o6 6act skate., except 604 those 04
which 066iciat_ notice may be taken,
be. suppoated by a66idavit o6 a pen-son
OIL pe44ons with pea4onat knowtedge



(B)

t1ieAe06. The appticant don. kenewat s
shall be given the oppo4tunity to 6it.e.
a kepty in which allegations o6 6act
OIL deniats 2heke06 shatt simitakty be
suppokted by a66idav4it.

16 the Commission 6ind4 on the basis
o6 thc apptication, the pteadings
Wed, and ()theft matteAs which it may
066icially notice, that theke coLe no
substantiat and matekiat questions o6
6act and that a gkant 06 the apptica-
tion to 't e. the ticensc woutd be
consistent with pakagkaph (2) o6 this
subsection, it shatt gkaat such
apptication, teAminate the pkoceeding,
and issue a concise statement 06 the
keasons 601L its 6indings. 16 a sub-
stantiat and mate/tiat question o6
6act is wzesented, on. i6 the Commission
6011. any keason i4 unab-Ce to 6ind that
gkant o6 the application wou.ed be consis-
tent with patagnaph (2) o6 this subsection,
it shatt pkoceed with the heakimg
pkovided in subsection 309(e) 06 this
Act to detekmine whetheA kant 06 the
application wout.d be consistent with
pakavLaph (2) 06 this subsection. 16,
in such heaking, the Commission 6ind4
that a kant o6 the application woua be
consistent with such pakagkaph, it shatt
gkant such apptication, tekminate the
pAoceeding and issue a concise statement
o6 the keasons don. its 6inding. 16 the
Commission 604 any keason is unabte to
make such a 6inding, it shall. eithyL
deny the kenewat application considek
it togethek with any competing application
ok apptications 60t the same bkoadeast
sekvice, than on 6iZe 04 tatek timety
6ited, and shatt gkant the apptication
that witt best sekve the pubtic intekest,
convenience and necessity.



4

(4) In. mde/L to expedite action on apptication,s
&enewat oS bkoadcasting „station ticen)sus and in okdek to
avoid needte6.6 expen)se to app can 6o/L zuch ftenewaes,
the Commission hccJL not nequine any 6uch app('-cant to
We any inSokmation which oeviou4t1J ha4 been Suknished
to the Commission ok which is not dikectty matoLiat to
the considekations that a-,Strect the gAanting ok deniat
oS such apptication, but the Comm.. -Lon may kequi/Le any
new ok additionat 'act it deems nece46any to make it's
Sindings. Pending any heaking and Sinat decision on
zuch an apptication and the dizposition oS any petition
Sok keheakiag pu,,,,suant to Section 405, the Commission
6hatt continue ,ch ticen„se in e64ect. Coniistentty with
the Soke.going pnoLLon. c thi4 ),%ub6ection, the Commi6zion
may by /Lute p/Leznibe the pekiod ok peniods Sok which
ticen6eA shatt. be g/Lanted and kenewed Sok paAticutak cta4e6
oS stations, but the Commission may not adopt ok Sottow any
/Lute whi.ch woutd p,'Lectude it, in any ca 6e invotving a
4tation oS a paAticuta:L cta6,s, pLom gkanting ok kenewing
a ticenAc Sok a 4ho/Lte4 pekiod than that pkesckibed Sok
stations oS such cLu,„s in it6 judgment, pubtic intule6t,
convenience, ok nece„szity woutd be ze4ved by zuch action."



OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

February 19, 1973

Honorable Torbert Macdonald
Chairman, Subcommittee on

Communications and Power
Committee on Interstate and

Foreign Commerce
U.S. House of Representatives

Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

DIRECTOR

The Office of Telecommunications Policy has reviewed

the structure and regulation of the international

communications industry, and I am enclosing a copy of

the Administration's policy proposals which have resulted

from that review.

Over the past two years, OTP has conducted studies and

discussions with U.S. international carriers, interested

government departments, and foreign entities. We have

found that our international communications industry has

consistently been able to provide valuable, reliable,

and high quality services. We also have found a complex

industry structure, in part the result of Federal

legislation and regulatory action, that is strained by

new technologies and new services.

We believe that our policy proposals provide a definitive

framework within which legislative and other changes can

be made in the future as necessary or appropriate to the

expected rapid expansion of our international communica-

tions industry.

I am looking forward to further discussions with you and

your Subcommittee on this important matter.

Enclosure

Sincerely, --.415410111W4
,••00

4/40r

Clay T. Whitehead



OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON. D.C. 29504

February 19, 1973
DIRECTOR

Honorable Dean Burch
Chairman
Federal Communications Commission
Washington, D. C.

Dear Dean:

The Office of Telecommunications Policy has reviewed
the structure and regulation of the international
communications industry, and I am enclosing a copy of
the Administration's policy proposals which have resulted
from that review.

Over the past two years, OTP has conducted studies and
discussions with U.S. international carriers, interested
government departments, and foreign entities. We have
found that our international communications industry has
consistently been able to provide valuable, reliable,
and high quality services. We also have found a complex
industry structure, in part the result of Federal
legislation and regulatory action, that is strained by
new technologies and new services.

We believe that our policy proposals provide a definitive
framework within which legislative and other changes can
be made in the future as necessary or appropriate to the
expected rapid expansion of our international communica-
tions industry.

I am looking forward to further discussions with you and
other members of the FCC on this important matter.

Sincerely,

Clay T. Whitehead

Enclosure
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February 19, 1973

flonorable Harley Staggers
Chairman, Committee on Interstate

and Foroign Coerce
U.S. Nouse of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515'

Dear "37. Chairman:

The Office of Telecom=nications Policy has reviewed
the structure and regulation of the international
comunications industry, and I am enclosing a copy of
the Administration's policy proposals whic7a have rosulted
fro that r(!vicw.

Over te rat two years, OTP haf-; cc:id.uctei studies and
discussions with U.S. internaticqlal carrj,r1.3, interete
covront (2,3)art=nt.,,;, aryl forn entti. We
frilInC4 t±iat c,ur 1..tctrt*orla1 conunications i2cautr',7 hao
con2istent1y been able to provid valuable, reliable,
and high quality services. We also have found a conplex
industry structure, in part thc result of Federal

an±i roculatory action, that strained by
ncw tohr,ologio and new 1.;rvicc.

believe that our policy proposal3 provide a definitive
fraeworL within which legislative and other changoo can
be made in the future as necessary or an.;)ropriate to the
expected rapid expansion of our international commun1ca-
tion industry.

I am looking forward to further discussions with you and
your Conlaittoe on this important matter.

Sincerely,

Clay T. WtAtehead

Inclosure
cc:
DO ecorcl,s 'Ir. Smith
DO CHron Mr. Lamb
Mr. Whitehead Mr. Goldberg
Eva Mr. Klaperman

CTWhitehead:11Goldborg:shw 2/19/73
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504
DIRECTOR

Ai,g-ust 4, 1972

To: Jon Rose

From: Tom Whitehead

Since the House vote on the new CPB legislation

is scheduled Monday afternoon, the attached comments

must be delivered to the House Commerce Committee

first thing Monday morning. I hope, therefore, you

will review them at once.

We are sending a copy to Will Taft, with whom you

have discussed this matter.

Attachment

. k

;
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WASH I NGTON

August 7, 1972

TO: Bob Guthrie

FROM: Brian Lamb



OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATION
S POLICY

WASHINGTON

August 7, 1972

TO: Lew Berry

FROM: Brian Lamb



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

•_OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504
DIRECTOR

August 4, 1972

Honorable Harley O. Staggers
Chairman
Committee on Interstate

and Foreign Commerce
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This is in response to your request for the views of the
Office of Telecommunications Policy (OTP) on S. 3824, a bill
authorizing appropriations for the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting (CPB), and for the educational broadcast facilities
program.

As to the authorization for CPB, S, 3824 is consistent both in
amount and purpose with the President's statement of June 30,
1972, regarding his veto of H.R. 15918, the previously passed
public broadcast funding bill. Th9 $45 million authorization
represents a 30 per cent increase over CPB's Fiscal 1972 funding
and will allow for the measured growth of public broadcast services.
Being a simple one-year authorization, the bill does not attempt
to resolve many of the problems that have appeared in the
organization and structure of public broadcasting. As noted
in the President's statement, this cannot successfully be
achieved for some time, until the still evolving structure
of public broadcasting and its role in our national life are
more clearly defined. Meanwhile, annual funding as proposed
by S. 3824 should be continued.

Our only reservation regarding the CPB portion of the legisla-
tion is that, unlike the Administration's bill (H.R. 13007),
or even H.R. 13918, there is no mandatory requirement for CPB
to distribute a significant proportion of its Federal funds
to support local educational broadcast stations. In light,
however, of public statements by the officers of the Corporation
and actions taken by its Board of Directors, we are confident
that CPB will voluntarily distribute to the local stations no
less than 30 per cent of a $45 million appropriation. We are
informed that this is also the understanding of the national
association representing the local stations.
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As to the portion of the legislation authorizing a $25 million
appropriation for the educational broadcast facilities program
administered by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare:
Unlike CPB, this program already has funding authorization for
Fiscal 1973. That authorization is at the level of $15 million,
and the President's budget requests a $13 million appropriation.
There exist serious questions concerning the desirable priority
of distributions under the facilities program, and we do not
believe alteration of the presently established funding level
should be made while they are unresolved. Moreover, congressional
funding of many other programs at levels significantly above the
President's budget request render it unrealistic to expect
expenditure of educational broadcast facilities funds at a
greatly increased rate during the present fiscal year.

I hope, Mr. Chairman, this provides you with information that
will be useful as the House completes its deliberations on
S. 3824. Please call on us for further comment, if you feel
it would be necessary or helpful.

Sincerely,

Clay T. Whitehead



OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20504

February 8, 1973

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. TIMMONS

DIRECTOR

Last year, the Administration, through OTP, helped nego-
tiate a compromise among the cable TV, television program
production (i.e., copyright owners), and broadcasting in-
dustries. The purpose of this consensus was to devise
rules to end the FCC freeze on cable growth in the top
100 television markets.

Under the new rules cable operators are required to re-
transmit all local broadcast signals and permitted to
"import" a limited number of distant signals, but the
extent of copyright liability of the cable systems must
be resolved in new legislation. It is impractical for
each cable system to negotiate a copyright license with
each program producer, so the legislation should provide
a compulsory, or statutory, license covering cable re-
transmission of the number of TV signals initially
allowed by the FCC rules.

A general copyright revision bill (S. 644), sponsored by
Senator McClellan, has been pending for some years. It
provides for a fee schedule covering payment and a compulsory
license, but the fees are quite low and it is not acceptable
to the copyright owners.

Consequently, in the Administration-sponsored consensus,
the parties agreed to determine a new fee schedule through
their own negotiations. If a fee schedule could not be
agreed upon, however, the parties agreed to support legisla-
tion which simply provided for compulsory arbitration of the
fee issue.

The parties have attempted, without success, to negotiate
a fee schedule, and McClellan has indicated an unwillingness
to depart from the original low fee schedule in his bill.
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In taking this position, he has reinforced the resistance

\ of the cable industry to negotiation (since the McClellan

fee schedule cannot do better than any new one which might

be obtained from compromise with the copyright holder) and

killed the compulsory arbitration provision of the consensus

agreement.

Senator McClellan is planning to reintroduce S. 644, with

the fee schedule unchanged, within the next week. He has

worked on this bill (much broader than cable) for four years

and wants to get it out. We have no commitment to any

particular fee or amount of payment, but we are committed

to preventing the consensus agreement from unravelling and

to obtaining legislation that all parties can support.

Accordingly, I believe we should seek to find new approaches

to the copyright problem which, while close to the spirit

of the consensus agreement, at the same time will allow

the Senator to play a role which he considers suitable.

I have attached, as Attachment A, what I think are the

sensible options in the order of what we think their ac-

ceptability to McClellan might be. [Attachment B consists

of further background material and correspondence between

Dean Burch and Senator McClellan which sheds more light on

this matter.] We also need to be sure of his support for a

provision to limit the scope of the statutory copyright

license to the current number of allowable distant signals.

Because of Senator McClellan's sensitivities to the Executive

Branch in this area, I recommend that we meet as soon as

possible with Scott to see if he will carry the message to

McClellan. If he is unwilling, we have no choice but to

visit with McClellan ourselves.

7:91"W°400110.•:0411ftw-...

Clay T. Whitehead

Attachments



ATTACHMENT A

OPTIONS

(1) Retention of McClellan fee schedule in new
legislation, but with compulsory arbitration for its
adjustment after the first distribution of funds to
copyright holders is held (on the first August 1 follow-
ing enactment), thereafter adjustments every five years;

(2) Retention of McClellan fee schedule in new
legislation, but with provision for its adjustment through
compulsory arbitration at one year intervals, rather than
at the five-year intervals that the current bill stipulates;

(3) Deletion of the present fee schedule, but legis-
lative provision for compulsory arbitration for a new fee
schedule to commence no later than two months, and conclude
no later than one year, after enactment, with the new fee
schedule to take effect as soon as agreed upon;

(4) Immediate commencement of compulsory arbitra-
tion to establish a fee schedule, to last no longer than
twelve months, followed by legislative hearings and en-
actment of the schedule so obtained;

(5) Same as (4) but the reverse order of hearings
and arbitration, to prevent the issue from being considered
twice.



ATTACHMENT B

BACKGROUND

I. Mechanism Currently Provided in the McClellan Bill 
(S. 644; 92d Cong., 1st Sess.)

The bill stipulates that for all compulsory licenses,
a single administrative mechanism shall apply:

- Quarterly payments by the cable operator to the
Register of Copyright;

- Amount of payment = 1% of first $40,000 of gross
receipts (i.e., subscriber payments to cable operator);
additional 1% for each subsequent $40,000 of gross receipts
(i.e., 2% if between $40-80,000; 3% if between $80-120,000,
etc.), with escalator of 1% for each channel added by FCC
to those initially allowed to be imported;

- Annual disbursement of royalties to copyright
owners every August 1, after costs of administration have
been deducted, and after the first 15% of royalties have
been set aside for owners of copyrighted musical works;

- Fees pertaining to which a controversy exists
are held until adjudication by the Copyright Royalty
Tribunal, created in the Library of Congress;

- The Tribunal is empowered both to adjust the
overall rate initially stipulated in the statute five
years after its enactment and every five years there-
after; and to determine the distribution of royalties
among disputing claimants;

- A panel of the Tribunal is convoked only if a
party requests an adjustment of the rate or disputes his
share of the distribution;

- Members of the panel are selected by the
American Arbitration Association;

- Judicial review is provided for the distribution
of fees by the Tribunal only on the grounds of misconduct
and not on the merits, no judicial review of the overall
adjustments to the rate;

- Adjustments to the overall rate may be "vetoed"
by either House of the Congress through a resolution taken
within 90 days of the Tribunal's decision.
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Provisions of the Consensus Agreement 

All parties would agree to support separate CATV
copyright legislation . . . and to seek its early
passage.

Unless a schedule of fees covering the compulsory
licenses or some other payment mechanism can be agreed
upon between the copyright owners and the CATV owners in
time for inclusion in the new copyright statute, the
legislation would simply provide for compulsory arbitra-
tion failing private agreement on copyright fees.

Correspondence Between Dean Burch and Senator 
McClellan (Excerpted)

Burch letter to McClellan of January 26, 1972:

"As of course you know, representatives of the
three principal industries involved -- cable,
broadcasters, and copyright owners -- have
reached a consensus agreement that deals with
most of the matters mentioned above. On the
basis of experience and a massive record accumu-
lated over the past several years, we regard the
provisions of the agreement to be reasonable,
although we doubtless would not, in its absence,
opt in its precise terms for the change it con-
templates in our August 5 proposals. But the
nature of consensus is that it must hold to-
gether in its entirety or not at all -- and, in
my own view, this agreement on balance strongly
serves the public interest because of the
promise it holds for resolving the basic issue
at controversy.

"This brings me directly to a key policy con-
sideration where your counsel would be most
valuable. That is the effect of the consensus
agreement, if incorporated in our rules, on the
passage of cable copyright legislation.

"The Commission has long believed that the key
to cable's future is the resolution of its
status vis-a-vis the television programming
distribution market. It has held to this view
from the time of the First Report (1965) to the
present. We remain convinced that cable will
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"not be able to bring its full benefits to
the American people unless and until this
fundamental issue is fairly laid to rest.
An industry with cable's potential simply
cannot be built on so critical an area of
uncertainty.

"It has also been the Commission's view, par-

ticularly in light of legislative history,
that the enactment of cable copyright legis-

lation requires the consensus of the interested

parties. I note that you have often stressed

this very point and called for good faith bar-
gaining to achieve such consensus.

"Thus, a primary factor in our judgment as to
the course of action that would best serve the
public interest is the probability that Com-
mission implementation of the consensus agree-
ment will, in fact, facilitate the passage of
cable copyright legislation. The parties them-
selves pledge to work for this result."

The reply to Burch of January 31, 1972:

"I concur in the judgment set forth in your

letter that implementation of the agreement
will markedly facilitate passage of such
legislation. As I have stated in several
reports to the Senate in recent years, the
CATV question is the only significant ob-
stacle to final action by the Congress on a
copyright bill. I urged the parties to
negotiate in good faith to determine if they
could reach agreement on both the communica-

tions and copyright aspects of the CATV
question. I commend the parties for the
efforts they have made, and believe that the

agreement that has been reached is in the
public interest and reflects a reasonable

compromise of the positions of the various

parties."
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June 16, 1971

To: Jon Rose

Prom: Torn Whitehead

Maritime
W. H. - Flanigan's office
President
Chr on
Congressional

I would think that before a letter of this kind
goes out, you might check with Navy to make
sure you're not raising expectations that cannot
be fulfilled. Also I think it might be nice to add
a sentence expressing the President's appreciation
for Reinecke's support.

cc: Mr. Whitehead
Mr. Lamb

_ CTWhitehead:ed



MEMORANDUM

TO:

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

June 8, 1970

4

TOM WHITEHEAD

CASPER WEINBERGER

NOBLE MELANCAMP

FROM: JON ROSE

For review.



Dear Ed:

Thanks very much for your recent letter
regarding the Maritime Program. I, of
course, appreciate your encouraging words.
Certainly I realize the importance of the
maritime industry to Southern California,
and you can be assured I will do all in my power
to see that California gets a fair share of the
rnarl.42 contracts.

With best wishes,

Sincerely,

Honorable Ed Reinecke
Lieutenant Governor
State of California
Sacramento, California 95314
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17:71,

ED REINECKE
I.ITENANT GOVERNOR

fati of California
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR'S OFFICE

SACRAMENTO 95814

The Honorable Richard M. Nixon
The President
The White House
Washington, 0. C. 20500

My dear Mr. President:

May 11, 1971

Xsio-

1(;04...10S11-6"4"8"10;

Z:

Z.7-

We were most pleased that in late 1970 you signed into law the long-
needed program to revitalize this nation's Merchant Marine. As you
know, the maritime -industry, both navy and commercial, is uniquely
important to California. Our extensive usable coastline and numerous
harbors exceed those of any other state and our shipyards continue to
be capable of employing many, many thousands of people.

I am greatly encouraged and fully support th.P..stPPs.you are _taking to
bring the conflict jp_Southeast_Asia to an end. Your massive reduction
in military operations there enable us to redirect_resources_to_other
nationally important programs such as the strengthening of our Merchant
i,idrine and Navy.

This past fall, the Governor and I formed an advisory committee of
California representatives from labor and management to bring more
shipbuilding and repair to California. The consensus of that com-
mittee is that immediate_ac.000$ Peededirom Washington_to.ensure
that California's privately owned shipyard capabilities. are_maintained
during thici-hterim period before the long range merchant and navy
programs can be implemented.

California's participation in the nation's Merchant Marine program
and in the future navy modernization program cannot be assured unless
the private yard base is preserved by immediately increasing the
volume of federal government ship overhaul and repair contracts to
the private yards here.

An equitable allocation of this work between government and private
shipyards is not only important-to the maintenance of a broad indus-
trial base for military preparedness, but is desirable in order to
obtain full competition for commercial programs. On behalf of the
California maritime industry, I ask for your personal attention and
help in this matter.

Sincerely,

ED REINECKE



June 21, 1971

The Honorable J. Caleb Boggs
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Boggs:

In answer to your telephone request of last Friday I am writing

this letter to detail our reaction to the House Appropriations Committee's
reduction of the OTP budget request. As you know, this Office estimated

our budget for fiscal year 1972 to be $2,702,000, an increase of

$669,000 over the fiscal year 1971 budget. The House Appropriations
Committee reduced our budget estimate by $102,000.

OTP is not going to appeal to the Senate to reinstate our full

budget estimate. However, Senator Boggs, we sincerely hope the

Senate will approve the fall recommendation of $2.6 million made by
thc House Appropriations Committee last Friday.

In order for OTP to be able to adequately and effectively deal
with the vast issues of communications we feel that it is necessary to

have sufficient staffing and contract funds for in-depth studies and

research.

As we discussed in our hearing before your subcommittee, the

growth rates in communications have been more extensive than other

major segments of industry and many profound policy issues are being

raised. OTP is responsible for providing the President with the

necessary policy information so that our government can deal
intelligently and give proper guidance in this important field.

Thank you for your interest in our Office. I hope this information

will be helpful.

Since rely,

Cray T. Whitehead

CTIK:BPL:hch



July R, 1971

The ronorable Charlotte T. Reid
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 2O515

Dear Mrs, raid:

want to congratulate you on your recent nomination
to serve as a Commissioner of the FCC.

As you know, rITT, is also deeply concerned with the
direction that communications will take in the future.
Anticipatine your confirmation by the Senate, I look
forward to working with you.

T hope to meet you in the near future. If we can he
of any assistance, I hope you will let me know.

Sincerely, .

Clay T. Whitehead

";-; •
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Thursday 8/12/71

10:10 Mr. Hinchrnan has had a call directly from
John Bystrom. Had indicated that
Mr. Bystrom was hoping to have an appointment
with you.

If so, wondered if you would mind if hejoined
in the meeting.

10:45 We have had another call from Sen. Fongis office.
Told them that Sen. Inouye's office had also called
re an appt. -- indicated that we might have to
schedule the appt. the end of next week. She indicate•
that it was her impression that he could talk with
someone  on the staff and that it would need to be
done prior to his meeting with NASA people — and
the end of next week would be too late.



Wednesday 8/11/71 MELTING

2 30 Alice Thompson in Senator Fong's office called. Would like to 225-6361
set up an appointment for John Bystrom, Univ. of Hawaii, either
tomorrow or Friday afternoon. Wants to discuss the use of spectrums.
We advised that your calendar was very full and that we would check
with you.

4.00 Mr. Ravnholt, AA to Senator Inouye, called to see if there would be a 225-3934
possibility of your meeting with John Bystrom who ha• been working
with the Governor on communications matters. Would like to meet
with you tomorrow or Friday (is requesting this as a member of the
Commerce Committee on Communications). When told him your time
was very limited but perhaps someone else could speak with Mr. Bystrom,
he said he thought Mr. Bystrom would be able to get back into Washington
the end of next week and he would prof er to meet with you rather than
someone ,n your staff.



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

WASHINGTON, 20504

August 12, 1971

Honorable John A. Burns
Governor of Hawaii
Honolulu, Hawaii

Dear Governor Burns:

The President has asked me to follow up his letter to you
of July 28, 1971, concerning Hawaii's initiative in seeking
to improve communications among Pacific peoples through the
use of modern technological capabilities.

The imaginative program set forth in your letter to the
President of June 24, 1971, is indicative of the potential
for cultural development among nations that can be enhanced
through the use of communications satellite techniques.
The PEACESAT (Pan Pacific Education and Communication
Experiments Using Satellites) project and the experimenta-
tion on which it is to be based will be followed c)osroy
by my Office. In this connecLIon, NASA and thr. (;nwPsri.t,r±t

-xpcJ_iment 1OL th
of community-type intormation within that country via satel-
lites. The results of both these experiments can be steps
to make the objectives of PEACESAT a reality.

The rcference in your letter to the possibility that the
PEACESAT project might serve as a symbolic step in opening
a dialogue with China is noted with interest and for its
timeliness. This prospect will certainly not be overlooked
as political actions develop.

_430
The World Administrative Radio Conference for Space Tele-
communications completed its work on July 17, 1971.
International agreement was reached for many space applica-
tions and of particular significance is the allocation of
the 2500-2690 MHz band. This band is intended to accommodate
many of the services described in your letter.

The Conference results require the advice and consent of
the Senate prior to ratification by the United States.
Upon ratification, the Federal Communications Commission
is expected to take the necessary regulatory actions that
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will make it possible for sponsors of non-Government space
communications programs and projects to proceed. For this
reason, I am forwarding a copy of our correspondence to the
Chairman of the Federal Communications Commission so that he
will be fully informed of your proposal.

Your suggestion for conferring with the Hawaii Congressional
Delegation is appreciated. The Honorable Spark Matsunctga
has already contacted me with regard to the PEACESAT project.

If I can be of further assistance to you on this or any
other matter, please do not hesitate to ask.

Sincerely,

..

Clay T. Whitehead

a

•;# .
•



August 13, 1971

MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. William Timmons
From: Mr. Brian Lamb

Subject: INQUIRY FROM CONGRESSMAN ALBERT JOHNSON REG2LLA.DING
DR. RICHARD McCORMACK

Attached is suggested correspondence from you to Congressman
Albert Johnson regarding Dr. Richard McCormack.

Since our telephone conversation yesterday Dr. McCormack took
it upon himself to write a letter of explanation to the Congressman and
I have enclubcd a copy of his letter. A f: you can see, Dr. McCorm.a...k
obviousiv Knnwa t1-1 eA the waS strictly
his idea.

I hopw this information will be sufficient for a proper response
to the Con"ressman. Please let us know if we can be of further assiqtance
on this.



PROPOSED LETTER FROM WILLIAM TIMMONS TO ALBERT JOHNSON

Dr. Richard McCormack haw been with the Executive Office of

the President for more than two years on various assignments.

Initially hi.. vas a senior staff meralber ..,1" the President's Advisory

Council on Executive Organization, working closely with Mr. Roy Ash.

Later he was detailed at the request of former Governor William Scranton

to serve as his special assistant. Dr. McCormack also worked with a

number of other White House officials on various projects. Most recently

he has served as international affairs consultant where he assisted in

the successful completion of the INTELSAT negotiations among other

matters.

We understand that Dr. McCormack who was born and raised in the

Appalachia region of Pennsylvania spent a few of his weekends and

his vacaticr. trying to help area residentf. qualify for additional State

and 17.-,c1c. r
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August 11, 19 71

Uorigressman. Albert John son
Hamlin Bank Bldg.
Smethport, Penna.

Dear Al.

I understand that you were interested in a recent visit made to myhome during which I accepted an invitation by the board of the
North Central Pennsylvania Development District.

More than ten percent of the area work force is now jobless.
When my own brother , Francis, joined the ranks of the
jobless, I agreed to help the local people who were trying to
deal with the worsening situation on my weekends and in
my spare time.

At the dinner youl. mentioned, I was quite frankly surprised and
honored to be on the program as a speaker. And hastily d.rew up
a few general commen;:s on the back of an envelope. The thrust
efthczc comments V.' 2.S that only by working tog.-the_.,r could we
possibly deal with the unemployr,-, t- r..rf..-1-,1cm. 1 1.0 the
Scranton area as an example of how united effort could greatly
reduce a massive unemployment problem. Frankly, Al,
I simply can't imagine why you were offended by the spirit
of these comments.

Two months ago when the magnitude of the problem became clearto me, I arranged to spend full time in our area after the
15 th of AugUst to help where I can. This, however, will notbe funded through the Executive Office and I am looking forward
to working closely with you.

Again, many thanks for your kind invitation to your picnic last weekend.The chicken was just delicious.

incere
. /

Dr. Richard McCormack

P.S. Ambassador Scheyven included Bradford on a tour through the
United States examining the economy. He also spoke with Paul
McCracken, Arthur Burns, and the President of General Motors
among others.
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FASTOrtE„ JOHN O., Democrat of Cranston, LHODE ISLLND
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AlIEN JOSEI-H, Democrat of Houma, LOUISIANA.
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STLALIIS, JOHN conlalus, Democrat of Daalb,

12".: Officio:

YOUNG, ST14121-EN 11., Dulocrat of Cleveland, OHIO

Ex Officio from Committee on Aeronautical zinc" Space Scicnecs:

ANDERSON, CLIUTON P., Democrat of nbuquerque,

CUTIS, CARL T., Republican of Linden, NI,BILASKA

SYMINGTON, S TWIT , Deno cr at of St Louis, III oSOUR I

Staff IleMbers Room Ext.
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George H. 1-lahon, (D-Tex), Chairman

on Lf2E.011.2a!„ Offices tnd De':.ertment of Housing and Urban Lu212Emok

Joe L. Lvins, (D-Tenn), Chairman

EVINS, J02-_, L. (Democrat, Tennessee)

Fourth District: Counties imderson, Campbell, Cannon, Clay, Coffee, Ctrriberland,
Fentress, Grundy, Jz.-2,ckson, 1:oran, Overton,

Tickett, Putnam, Roane, Scott, alith, Van 3uren, Warren,
'lite and Wilson.

BOL/JD, :ia-,1,103 P. (Democrat, liassachuoetts)

Second District: Hampden County (Cities of Chicopee and L'4,rinEfield. Towns
ofi3rimfield, L st Longnea.dow, Haupden, Longmeadow,
Ludlow, nonson, Paler, Wales and Wilbraham)

Hampshire County (Towns of Belchertown, Granby, South Hadley
and Ware)
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and West Brookfield)

CLMI;ON„ Dia:jIN (DEL) 1:01-tGAli (licpublica.n, California)
'

Twenty-third District: Los Angelts County (;,sseEibly District 38 and 52)
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Third District: New haven County (Towns of Branford, 1i7st Haven, Guilford„
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MAhSH, U., JR. (DeLlocrat, Virginia)

Seventh District: Counties klbemerle, Augusta, Bath, Clarke, Culpeper,
Fluvanna, Frederick, Greene, Highland, E“IiLon, Orange,
lagc, Rappahannock, Rockbridge, Rockingham, Shenandoah,
and warren
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Staunton, Waynesboro and Winchester

IMOR, DAVID (Democrat, Arkansas)

Fourth District: Counties Ashley, Bradley, Calhoun, Chicot, Clark, Cleveland,
Columbia, Dallas, Desha, Drew, Grant, Hot Spring,
Jefferson, Lafayette, Lincoln, Miller, Nevada, Ouachita,
Saline and Union

SHIPLEY, G1,01tGli, Ii.',DARD (Democrat, 1:11illois)

Twenty-third Dintrict: Counties 3ond„ Christian, Clay, Clinton, Crawford,
LffinLham, Fayette, Jasper, Lal•.rence, Eacoul4n,
Marion, :;ontgor,ery, Richland and Shelby

Madison County (Townships of Jahambra, Alton, Foster,
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Ncw Douglas, Olive, Cilphz,hent and Saline)

TALCOTTI BURT L. (Republican, California)

Twelfth District: Counties Kings, Monterey, San Luis Obispo and Santa. Cruz

Subcommittee Staff J,ssistant - G. Homer Skarin, Capitol, Room H. 143, Tat. 3241
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This is in resnonso to your latter of August 4 to the ProsiZont
and the call 'a.de to my °frit* yesterday' frets a panber of your
etais rogardins Dr. Richard ktCernask.

Vpora receipt of your letter, we chocked into the natter for yint
awl Lawe roteived the folleeinF irs'nrnation.

Dr. rIchard reCoruack has been with the tulcutive Office of tha
President for more than two years ort various assi;!ments. InitI-
ally, he was a senior staa r4orber of the President's kuivisory
Council on Lsecutive Orranization, workinr: closely with Pr. Loy
M. Ltter he woks detailed at the rt:::Aest of forrmor Goveraar
Williaa Scranton to serve as his speclal assistant. r.PocCormack
also worked with a pu,lb-er of other it. ouse officials on various
projects. Vost recently ha has served ss international afiotirs
commit:let where he assisted in the Zuc4011Stui tomeAotion of this
La4.1.4;AT uegotlatioss eivng other natters. I have Ween informed
that he has cou4imied his 'gait* House assignsent and will cntar
intc *.ft, private field.

in ratorence to your specific inquiry, I understand that any ettivity
in your tlistriot by LT. AcCorzack has been in 4 rrivat. capacity.
There have been no occaSienS in which he has appeared as an official
representative of the Mainistration.

I appreciate having an owortunity to clarify this for you,

kith wArla regards,

Sincerely.

Willi= C. Timmons
Assistant to the Wresitiont

Honorable Albert W. Johnson
Houso of Representatives
Washington, L.C. 20515

bet: Clay Whitehead - For your information

t



August 23. 1971

The Honorable John Y. McCollister
House of iioneasematives,

Washington. ).C. 20515

Dear Mr. :vicCollister:

Lin Tignmons has brought your lettor to him regarding cable
televicion tz ,ray attention for further co4aiiilent.

I certainly understand the concerns expressed by the local
broach:asters from yoar area and want to assure you that it is not
the intent of this Administration to favor or promote cable televieion
over any °trier media. As you may know. I have been asked to be
the chairman of a special Administration committee to develop
proposale for a comprehensive policy for cable television. (A copy
of the '1Vhite itouee prose release is attached.) The President has
reaueeted V..- views of the ficcretarie C:.4narnerce. the Secretary
wa A-144 v... auci Lhe Secr4tery tarot rriernOere oi tile con-matzos,
from the standpoints oi their individual concerns - tho business
community. education, and the cities. The committee was established
simply to study the many complex issues involved which must be
somehow reeolved to allow cable television to develop in a way that
would not seriously disrupt the existing television service, it is
hoped that the policy recommendations et this committee (scheduled
to be prepared by October 1st) will oiler a framework for the most
effective development of cable technology which will be in the beet
interests of all concerned.

hop* this information will be helpful. 1 would welcome any
additional information or comments you might have and please
let us know if we can be of any further assistance.

cc: DO Recordsk7
DO Chron
Dr. Mansur
Mr. Lamb

HCHa11:hh:8/ 23/71

Sincerely.

Clay T. Whitehead



FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
JUNE 23, 1971

Office of the White Nouse Press Secretary

THE WHITE HOUSE.

The President announced today that he has established a special Administrationcommittee to develop proposals for a comprehensive policy with regard tocable television. Members of the Committee will be:

Elliot L. Richardson
George Romney
Maurice H. Stans
Robert H. Finch
Leonard Garment
Herbert G. Klein

Secretary of HEW
Secretary of HUD
Secretary of Commerce
Counsellor to the President
Special Consultant to the President
Director of Communications

for the Executive Branch
The committee will be chaired by Clay T. Whitehead, Director of the Office ofTelecommunications Policy. An OTP review of broadcasting and cable TVpolicies has been underway for several months and will serve as the focalpoint of the deliberations.

Coaxial cabio provide. a means for tl-,0 distril;-411. ieievision programming4.nci for the development of new communications services as well. ThePresident recognizes that television, which has rapidly become an enormouslyimportant nationwide news and entertainment medium has a profound impacton the social fabric of the nation. He wishes to avoid in the field of televisionthat instability which technological change has caused in some of our heavilyregulated industries.

A number of complex issues must be resolved if cable TV is to grow in anorderly way and without serious disruption of existing television service. ThePresident has asked the committee to develop forward-looking policy proposalsthat will permit the full potential of cable TV to be realized and enhance thetelevision service available to the American public.

# # #
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TO

)OFF I CE OF TELECOMMUN I CAT1 ONS POLICY

ROUTE SLIP

FROM  Helen Hall

ACTION

Concurrence

Signature

Comments

For reply

Information

Per conversation 0

Discuss with me 0

DATE  8/9/7 1

kthiARKS

It sounds as if Bill Timmons needs a detailed

response which he can use to draw on for

future replies.

Aek, Adv-W it4-, /Of 
A-4;&

4-e v-h5 A-tv--", •

Al/ Eh-LfaA,
' e.:Q41-ux,

ec, Ac-c,ti -

44, d_a_La ,L0_4,40

- - w,s A,z,,k-stk
bv4 14,kp



August 4, 1971

Dear John:

Thank you for bringing to my attention the concern
being expressed to you regarding thc development
of cable television.

I will be pleased to present your comments for
consideration by the staff members who are working
on this matter and will also ask that you receive
information which will be helpful to you in responding
to your constituents.

With regards,

Sincerely,

William E. Timmons
Assistant to the President

Honorable John Y. McCollister
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

bcc: w/ihc. to Clay Whitehead for DIRECT REPLY.' Please furnish Bill
Timmons with copy of response

WET:EF:VO:jj
•

•'- I •
•
F.0 ,

k"-
A V ••••'',

\ •
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.1.0rif4 Y. MCCOLLISTER

SECOND DI ;FAIET: NEBRASKA

WASHINGTON OFFICE:

511 CANNON OFFICE BuoLoma
202-225-4155

July 28, 1971

Congre55 of die Uniteb t.ate5
Pousk of ikepresentatitiO -

0/1atibingion, 20515

Bill Timmons, Special Assistant to the President
The White House
Washington, D.C.

Dear Bill:

DISTRICT OFFICE:

2313 FEDERAL BUILDING

215 NORTH 17m STREET
OMAHA, NEBRASKA 65102

402-221-3251

INTERSTATE AND

COMMERCE

7341IRI MIME ON
COMM C AND FINANCE

r,
JUL 2 9 19/1

I have a problem that needs your help; so, anything you can offer in the
way of enlightenment is appreciated.

The problem is this: Many of my constituents are "burned up" about Commerce,
Agriculture, HEW and Labor pushing cable television. These constituents
are in the broadcasting business and they have contributed free promotion
to all of these departments. They have also contributed free promotion to
the military forces. When the Pentagon decided to spend eleven million
dollars in advertising it did not put any of the money into local broad-
casting stations; it turned to the major markets instead. Naturally this
droused the ire of the locai broadcasters who had Eivpn mnrh f,-pp time

A direct quote from the Straus Editor's Report, June 28, 1971, is this:

.As White House deliberates anew about cable policy, it will be
hearing words to gladden the hearts of all operators. Information
chiefs from Agriculture, Commerce, HEW, Labor will boost cable medium
by reporting they've used it successfully, inexpensively to pitch
their service messages."

Bill, you and I know to what extent commercial radio and television have
benefited these departments - especially Agriculture, and I understand these
local broadcasters being "hot under the collar" about this situation. Can
you help to enlighten me in this matter?

Thank you.

S cerely,

John Y. McCollister
Member of Congress

JYM:kp



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

September 22, 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

DIRECTOR

At my meeting with Dean Burch on Friday (9/17/71) we covered

the following points:

1. Cable TV. Burch feels that broadcasters will make

significant concessions. He thinks a deal along the following lines

can reasonably be sold: (a) the proposed FCC distant signal

formula, (b) copyright as in the McClellan Bill, (c) Footnote 69

as proposed but perhaps with modification of the viewing percentages,

(d) exemplification provision, and (e) total exemption of all systems

over 3500 subscribers. Burch feels that this can be sold only if

OTP proposes it publicly and applies pressure on all the parties

to accept. He is willing to put pressure on the cable people to

negotiate.

2. We discussed the EBS problems. I emphasized that I

thought it was getting out of hand and was potentially embarrassing

to the President. Burch indicated he did not know much about it.

Left to Bob Wells of the staff. He asked about Ken Miller as a

problem. I indicated my reluctance to tell him who he should and

shouldn't have on the Commission staff, but it was the view of my

staff and other elements of the Executive Branch that Miller was

indeed a big part of the problem. We agreed that Bob Wells might

well do us an outgoing favor by firing Miller.

3. We discussed preparatory arrangements for the 1973

ITU Conference. I had previously indicated that I would like him

to name a commissioner to work on this. Burch indicated that he

did not really have an appropriate commissioner at this time and

indicated he would normally send Whitey. I indicated I would like

a committee structure parallel to the State Department's committee

structure and that it was my committee that I wanted the commissioner

on. I thought that in view of the low level I might send a staff member,

Whitey if that is what he desires.



•..
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4. We discussed forthcoming appointments to the FCC and

agreed that in our analysis the best approach would be to name

Wiley to replace Wells and to announce the intention to nominate

Ledbetter to replace Bartley.

5. In view of the short time, we covered AEROSAT and

domestic satellite matters only very briefly. I indicated that the

President was interested in both of these and that I would be sending

over some material in the very near future in view of the potential

political situation.

6. We did not discuss the Atlantic Facility Conference.

7. He indicated that McClellan was unhappy that I had not

kept him informed of what we were doing in the cable TV area. He

indicated that McClellan felt his program in the copyright area was

being conflicted on, and suggested that I ought to call Mc_Glellan.

cc: Dr. Mansur

Brian Lamb

DO Records

DO Chron

CTWhiteheathavr:22Sep71

MV
Clay T. Whitehead
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Viedreeday Y/I/'"

9:40 For your information and background Mr. Weaver
In Sen. Aiken's office had called askinv, if we would
be willing to schedule d.n appointment for Stuart Markle%
(President of WCAX TV in RurBreton. Vermont) to
discuss CATV and the er.ir.11cr hroadcacting Epti&C.L)us.
Apparently Mr. MavL.1... it, v.-try Lig m.su in Verkrium.

II() advised that Mr. Martin would be in touch with us.
We have now received a letter asking for an appointment
this week; Brian will meet with him at 10 a.m. on
Friday (9/3) and we hav.. nut it on your calendar so
you can drop in on the meeting and leave at any time you
wish.

"44
9/2-1

F.:ET/NG
';i3/71
r.1) a.m.



; t WCAX -TV.,
f,

141. v.ANsFir• • --ION, 114C.

STUART T. MARTIN

hysidelit

Citannei 3 I.iLis

P.O. 130X 608 • BURLINGTON,
 VERMONT • UNiversity 2-5761

August 25, 1971

Mr. Clay 11:. Whitehead

Director
Office of Telecommunications 

Policy

1800 G Street
Washington, D. C. 20540

Dear Mr. Whitehead:

Senator Aiken has recently

spoken with you concerning my

desire t.? discuss directly wi
th

you th? 2-- posed FCC olans for

market broadcaster with 16 years

experience in a market containi
ng

many CATV systems. I believe I

can usefully add to your kno
wledge

about some aspects of CATV o
pera-

tions as they affect small ma
rket

broadcasters.

I can be at your office any

day of the week of August 30t
h at

10;00 A.M., or thereafter wh
ich

would suit your convenience
. It

would be especially convenie
nt for

me, but not necessary, if an

appointment could be arranged 
in

time for me to catch the 3:
00

shuttle to New York.

Cordially,



•

gab

Tuesday 8/24/71 lv`sEETTRIC;
(Stuart Martin)

10:30 Since we had not heard from Stuart Martin concerning
an appointment (as suggested in the call from
Mr. 'Weaver in Sczator Aikens office) we callcd
Mr. Weaver to say we not had a call from Mr. Martin 225-424-4
and wondered if there hlo been a misunderstanding and
that we were supposed tn get in touch with him.

Mr. Weaver was most noreciative that we had call.!.4
and they have advised Mr. Martin that we will schedule
an appointment; Mr. Martin will be in touch with us
when be can plan a trip to Washington.



OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

W IHINGTON
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OFFICE OF TELECO"
MUNiCATIONS POLICY

WASHINGTON

August 20, 1971

11:30

Eva-

I received a call from
 Mr. Weaver in

Senator Aiken's Off.,ce (
Vermont). The Senator

's

office was asking if we 
would be willing to make

an appointment for a Mr
. Stuart Martin

WCAX TV

Burlington, Vermont

Mr. Martin is very conc
erned that the smaller

Broadcasting Stations are
 being ignored complete

ly

in the CATV controve
rsy and that it is only the

big are being considered. 
M.

Weaver said we can expec
i, frAm

him. Senator Aiken request that we set up a
n

appointment for Mr. Mart
in, because Mr. May

lin

is a very important m
an in the State of Verm

ont.

timmie

TIT"



Honoratae John U. Pastore
Chairman
Subcoomittee on Coxmunications
United States Senate
Washiusiton, D.C. 21515

Senator Pastorel

In response to your request, / am enclosing a report
on the activities of the Office of Telecomounications
Policy Uuring 1971, and the activities it contemplates
during the present year.

I hope you will find the report complete and helpful.
If you require further information, I shall be happy
to discuss the Office's operations with mnel tpow-

Committee.

Sincerely,

Clay T. Whitehead

Lnclosure

BLamb:avr:18Jan72
CC: DO Records

DO Chron
Director OTP - 2 10//
Dep Director OTP -1

etr
0(`



EXECUTIVE OFFICE C17 THE PRES!DENT

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

WASHINCiT 2o504

July 30, 1971

HonoraLlc Spark M. Matsunaga
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Matsunaga:

DIP

This is in furtherance of your july 3 letter to the President
regarding the development of educational satellite communica-
tions systems.

The potentialities of communications satellites as a means of
enhancing cultural development are appealing to many countries
and, as you may be aware, a program for the distribution of
community type information via satellites is underway between
NASA and the Government of India. With respect to the
PEACESAT Project, we will be following with interest the
progrer- of the joint University of Hawaii/NASA experimen+-.

un tne matter of radio frequencies, uhu u.. beluyaLiuli to
the World Administrative Radio Conference on Space Tele-
communications has just returned and reports that excellent

allocations were obtained for many space applications, in

particvonr the band 2500-2690 MN7 which is planned for the

distribution of educational and public service information

via satellites. This allocation relates directly to the
need referred to in your July 3 letter. Additionally,

numerous provisions were obtained for communications

satellites which will permit the international inter-

connection by satellite relay of broadcast stations.

With respect to implementation of the results of the fore-

going Conference, Senate advice to consent will be necessary

prior to ratification after which action will be required by

the Federal Communications Commission to bring the revised

regulations into effect so far as the non-Government sector

is concerned. A copy of our correspondence on this matter is

being forwarded to the Commission for appropriate action.



-2-

I trust that the foregoing is responsive to your letter.
Do not hesitate to call on me if further assistance can
be rendered.

Clay T. Whitehead



OFFICE OF TELL-COMMUNICATIONS POLL 1Y

ROUTE SLIP

—Tecn (14,(2.LeociTO
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FROM W.' 

ACTION
Concurrence
Signature
Comments
For reply
Information
Per conversation 0
Discuss with me

DATE 7 Zf" 7 /
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OFF I CE OF TELECOMPALIN CAT' ONS Pal CY

ROUTE SLIP

TO  M r 

s

0.0.....••••••••••16.

FROM  Brian Lamb

ACTION

Concurrence

Signature

Comments

For reply

Information

Per conversation 0

Discuss with me 0

DATE  7/27/71

P=1.1 ADVC

Could you give us a suggested answer for the

attached? Thanks.



NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

July 26, 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR: MR. BRIAN LAMB
Congressional Relations
OTP
1800 G Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C.

SUBJECT:

30268

Further Response to Representative
Matsunaga's Letter to the Presidenton Satellite Communications Systems
for the Pacific

Mr. Kissinger's office has reviewed the attachedcorrespondence, a believes that due to the tcicalfartnre -zd a Lore detailed reniv chnulA orig4ILdLe irom your office. The correspondence is, there-fore, transferred for further action.

For your information, a similar letter, receivedfrom Governor Burnc, was staffed by your office,and noted by the NSC before dispatch.

h7
JOHN H. MURPHY
N5C/Secretariat

cc: W. E. Timmons
Congressional Relations



?)()Jir,'W

StAy 7$ 19? I

Daus, J 7t. ;;.1 t a 'arm c, ;

vr,‘”tcl Like neknowtaQgr. rand yort
for yo;I: 3.123..y ICA•ti;s1.7

Lfl1g 02' prctia.n;ci:.1 tlevelc.p,...it
rat c6Itc4ttiottzq Az:ate/14e con.11.1..ut:.tcatiovls
nyutett. U dCL the 11ti.ot,,a vf ttie 0:3cific
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cc,rdirs.1 regards.

1

Sicicerely,

lam 1-:;. iTrisi'.ozei
Acsittant L tile Pre3i.(1crit

fiont)rable Spark 1.A. Ivitazimaga
IL-June opse.;.ientat
Warillizzfon.. D.C. Z61,5

wiincorning to Dr. Kissinger for DRAFT OR DIRECT REPLY AS
appropriate.

bcc: w/incorriing to Clay Whitehead for your consideration.
WET:VO:j111.



t SPARK frMAT5UNAGA
1ST DIVTRICT HAW/!I

WASI4INGTIVI orriccs

442 CANNaM

2051-

itouoLt.oLu orstcc:

218 FEDLRAL Isuit-Dit4a

9C613

Ql.."ongrts of tfie Milfteb 5ti-ttec
Rptia of Ikcpt tbentatibC5

Elasbington, 73.C. 20315

July 3, 1971

The President
WhIte House

Washington, D. C. 20500

Dear MI-. President:

fArMilLks

commiritc: ON 12ULCS
COMMITTEE ON MA1ICLIL1 URE

SECRETARYI

STEEHINCi COMMITTEE

The people of Hawaii, because of their unique

cultural heritage and the geographic location of the Island

State, have long had a deep interest in the development of

strong friendly relations with the nations of Asia and
the Pacific Basin. Knowing of your own abiding interest in

the estPblishment of closer relations with Asia and the Pacific

Basin nations, I believe that you will be interested to learn

of a project now underway in Hawaii which could be expanded to

improvc. communication between th2 people of the United states

and the pccplc of Asia.

The project, called PEACESAT, has been initiated on

an experimental basis by the University of Hawaii in coopera-

tion with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

Currently, the University is using an ATS-1 satellite for

communications between its main campus on the island of Oahu

and its campus on the island of Hawaii. The satellite

communications system has been utilized for exchanges of library

material, classroom instruction, and seminars between widely

separated participants. Specifically designed to link remote

users with limited fiscal resources, PEACESAT, or a similar

satellite communications system, could be expanded to include

educational and health service institutions in the Pacific Basin

almost immediately, using existing technology and eouipment.

Ultimately, the system could be expanded to link educational

and health institutions throup,hout Asia and the Pacific. It

could also be used to link noncommercial radio stations for

exchanges of weather information, health data, news, and local

cultural programs.

•The proposed linking of health and educational institutions

would be mutually beneficial to the institutions and would, no

doubt, result in closer ties of friendship and cooperation

between the people of the United States and the participating

foreign nations.



The President
July 3, 1971
Page 2

Although existing technology is sufficiently advanced

for the development of the proposed communications system,

a number of obstacles stand in the way of its successful

implementation. First and foremost among these is the need

for a strong federal mandate for the development of such

communications systems in an effort to bring East and W
est

closer together. I therefore respectfully urge you to lend

your personal support and leadership to the project initia
ted

by the University of Hawaii.

Secondly, a matter of great urgency at the present time

involves securing vital radio frequencies. Permanent international

radio spoctrum assignments are L,,3ential to the development 
of

P;';,-,SAT and othev jj LLI. Lil educational ccmmun4--t'^n-

systems.

It is my understanding that the matter of international

radio spectrum assignments will be considered at the Wo
rld

Administrative Radio Conference for Space Telecommunicaton
s

now underway in Geneva. I respectfully request that the United

States delegation to the Conference be informed
 of Hawaii's

activities in the field of satellite communication,
 and that

a favorable allocation of radio spectrum assignments be
 sought

to ensure the future development of the PEACESAT system.

In this connection, the following two actions are

recommended. First, agreement should be advocated by

the United States for international allocation of a
pproximately

200 MHz at a point where present telecommunications t
echnology

allows for use of low-cost sending and receiving stations
 in

a point-to-point distribution system using satellite 
relay for

noncommercial education and community service.

Second, a provision should be sought which would permit 

appropriate spectrum allocations for international interc
onnection

by satellite relay of radio broadcast stations. The allocation

should allow for low-cost ground stations and internationa
l two-

way exchange networks.



41,

The President
July 3, 1971
Page 2

Your assistance in communicating these concerns

to our delegation at the Geneva Conference, and your strong

support of the proposed educational communications system

would be deeply appreciated.

Aloha and best wishes.

Sincerely,

/park Matsunaga

(/Member of Congress



Tuesday 7/20/71

12:55 Congresswoman Heckler's Aide in her (617) 235-3350
Massachusetts Office — (Caroline Isber) called at
the suggestion of Bill Casselman. They want to
know what you are doing with respect to educational TV and
cable TV, specifically with respect to WGVH, which is one
of their major stations in Boston. They want to know
what input you have on the policy of educational TV and
CATV -- what it will be or is. They are quite
anxious to talk wfth someone.



MEETING
Tuesday 7/20/71 7121/71

3 p.

MOO Peitr. Whitehead will meat with Cong. Bud Brown
at 3 p. wt. ea Wednesday (MO.



Thursday 7/15/71

4:10 Tim Doze in Cong. Goldwater's office said it
was their understanding that Mr. Whitehead is either
heading up a group or in a group looking into unemployment.

Asked if he might be thinking of the CATV Cmte. , which
Mr. Whitehead is chairing. He indicated he didn't think no.

He said constituents were writing in to advise that it was
a group set up by Mike (?) Flanigan, one of the Pre sident's
assistants, looking into the movie industries problems.

225-4461

They wanted to have any of the material concerning this committee.

I called Marge i‘nd told her the problem -- and that I had denied
that I had any knowledge of such a committee.

Checked with Mr. Whitehead and he said to tell anyone who
inquires that we are concerned with the unemployment situation
in all of the industries that OTP has dealings with — common
carriers, electronics, movies, etc., but that we don't have any
committee or task force working on that as such. Asked if
they have any material or comments, we would be glad to hear
about it. Them them -- if pressed -- that Mr. Whitehead

is involved in a number of activities beyond his official OT?
duties — at the White House -- but only on an informal basis.

Tried to call Doze but he was not there; will check tomorrow.

Friday 7/16/71

10:00 Mr. Doze called again; gave him the info.

Marge said she checked with Mr. Flanigan and he
said not to admit any unemployment meetings and movei
industry.



Monday 7/12/71

10:05 Called Mr. Timmons' office and talked with Eloise Frayer
about the cy. of Mr. Timtn.on's interim reply dated 7/7/71
to Cong. Spark Matsunaga re educational satellite
communications for the Pacific Basin, etc., which
had been referred to Dr. Kissinger's office for draft or
direct reply -- with a copy to Mr. Whitehead for consideration.

Told her that we had had a referral from Joh* Campbell's
office dated 6/30 of a letter to the President from Governor
Burns of Hawaii on the same subject and that Mr. Thorne11
had bead delivered a draft reply to the White House on
July 3. Mr. Whitehead had suggested we send Timmons
a copy of our reply; Eloise Irrarptr has been is touch with
with Campbell's office and they will coordinate.

Tuesday 7113171

4:30 1 have talked with Jack Murphy, Director. Executive Secretariat 3723
of the National Security Council. and he is aware of the
various letters. Apparently, after receiving our draft.
John Campbell's office had sent it to various people to be staffed
wet by White House, one of whom is Kissinger's shop; however.
Mr. Murphy hadn't seen our draft so requested a copy. which
I have sent.



Honorable Melvin R. Laird
Executive Agent
National Communications System
ashington. D. C. 20301

Attn: Assistant to the Secretary of Defense for Telecommunications

Dear Mr. Secretary:

The Director of the Office of Emergency Preparedness (OEP) has
approved for implementation the plan entitled "National Communi-
cations System Plan for Communications Support in Natural
Disasters."

It is requested that you arrange for the implementation of the plan,
and, as a first step, designate the appropriate agency to provide
communications support in each of the eight OEP regions. The
Director, °EP, should be advised of the designation to enable him
to forward a Mission Assignment letter establishing proper authorities
for reimbursement of funds expended in the conduct of the NCS plan.

A training program will be developed by OLP to instruct communications
support personnel in disaster assistance activities. The NCS should
assist OP in the development of this training program.

Mr. James F. Nicholson, Disaster Assistance Division, Disaster
Programs Office (telephone 395-5894) will be the point of contact
within OEP for actions related to the implementation of the NCS
plan. It is requested that this Office be kept advised as each major
milestone is reached.

The staffs of the Manager. NCS, and the NCS operating agencies are
to be commended for developing a plan which will result in providing
much needed communications support during natural disaster operations.

cc: Honorable George A. Lincoln
Director, OEP

CTBabcock/bss/7-6-71

Sincerely.

Clay T. lothitehead

iMr. Whitehead (2)
Subject File
Reading File

Dr. Mansur

Mr. Joyce



OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

WASHINGTON

June 28, 1971

MEMO TO: Tom Whitehead

Attached is my memorandum for record of
last week's meeting with Mr. Guthrie of
the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce
Committee Staff on the subject of Citizens
Radio Service. Other attendees are listed
in paragraph 1 of the memo.

Spectrum allocations, enforcement of FCC
Rules for Citizens Band operations, and
relationship of Amateur and Citizen Band
operato s -ar, the principal issues.

6 e1/4
L. R. Raish
Attachment

cc: Nino Scalia
Brian Lamb
George Mansur



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY
wasi-41^),37-c,Ni, r,.c. Z0504

Date: June 28, 1971

Subject: Meeti,Ig with Mr. Guthrie of the House Interstate and
Foreign Commerce Committee Staff

To: Record

On June 25, 1971, the undersigned attended a meeting convened
by Mr. Guthrie of the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce
Committee Staff, to discuss the subject of citizen band radio.
Particular emphasis and the principal point of the meeting was
to review spectrum allocation to meet growing citizens band
radio requirements. The meeting was opened at 10:00 a.m. in
the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee Hearing
Room in the Rayburn Building. In addition to the undersigned,
others present were:

Mr.
Mr.

mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Guthrie
Olsen
Horner
Sodolski
Spence
Barr

Mr. Kitzmiller
Mr. Walker
Mr. Everett

- Committee Staff
- AA to Congressman Ancher Nelsen
- Prpident, iP

- Vice President, EIA
- Chief Engineer, FCC
- Chief Safety and Special Services,

FCC
- Chief Legislative Liaison, FCC
- FCC Staff
- FCC Staff

For some time there has been pressure on the FCC to "do
something" about citizens band communications. The matter
was brought to a head by EIA's petition to the FCC of Feb 5,
1971, to establish a new citizen radio service band of 2 MHz
between 220 and 225 MHz. This band is now allocated for use
of Government radars on a primary basis and amateurs on a
secondary basis. The frequencies immediately below 220 MHz
are allocated for TV broadcasting and above 225 MHz for military
communications of all types. In order to avoid interference
with TV, it has been informally accepted that if CB were to be
permitted in the band, it should be in the 223-225 MHz portion.
The Citizens Radio Service is presently allocated 23 crystal
controlled channels with 10 kc spacing in the 27 MHz band.



The undersigned was the "lead-off" speaker at the discussion.
It was indicated to the group that OTP was optimistic that
an arrangement could be worked out that would permit citizens
band operations in the 223-225 MHz band. It was explained
that military radars - particularly Navy radars - operate in
the 220-225 MHz band, many with high power. Such arrangements
would have to include caveats pertaining to areas such as
Norfolk, Va., San Diego, Clif , White Sands Proving Ground

where there would be obvious concentration of military radar
operations. While it is doubtful that citizens band opera-
tions would interfere with the radar, vice versa would certainly
be true. OTP's interest in efficient and effective use of the
spectrum was expressed in the course of the foregoing.

The FCC representatives speaking individually and collectively
throughout the morning tied the problem to the need for more
assets for enforcement of the Commission Rules. A substantial
part of the "citizens band problem" is due to the wanton dis-
regard of the Rules for use of the band. Lack of funds and
personnel have prevented the FCC from enforcing its own Rules.

Tv, ,AA44-4.--, zharing arrangements with the
Government, the FCC has a contentious problem in that the
EIA proposal would take spectrum space away from the Amateurs
to accommodate the Citizen's Band. Strong opposition is anti-
cipated to this and equally as strong opposition would be expected
to any thoughts that the Amateurs and Citizens Band should
share the same band.

Finally the FCC representatives pointed out that the Commission
has to make a finding that it is in the public interest to
allocate the requested frequencies for citizens band opera-
tions. The Commission has many other requirements for frequencies
and in particular for the land mobile service--and it may turn
out that the public could best be served by allocating frequencies
that might be made available to some other type operation than
the citizens radio service.

The points in paragraphs directly above were developed through
a combination of statements by FCC representatives and by
several questions and answers.

The meeting was wrapped up with the FCC representatives agreeing
that they would continue active consideration of the EIA petition.
They also announced (through Mr. Spence) that FCC was officially
requesting OTP to "return" the entire 220-225 MHz band to non-
Government use on a primary basis.
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The undersigned made it abundantly clear that the optimism
with regard to sharing the 223-225 MHz band with the Citizens
Band did not extend to any proposals for turning the entire
band over to non-Government or to sharing the band with land
mobile operations. While OTP would certainly study any pro-
posals received, the outlook for anything more than sharing with
more than citizen band operations would not be encouraging.
The matter would be studied objectively and in depth, however,
before a decision is made.

Finally, and just before the meeting adjourned, the undersigned

explained that we did not have a "rampart situation" with FCC
on one side and OTP on the other. During the discussion there
were several references to "non-Government bands" and to
"Government bands" etc. that would indicate spectrum usage
to be on a mutually exclusive basis. It was explained that
most spectrum was, in fact, shared and that FCC-OTP personnel
work closely on a daily basis in handling spectrum management
matters to the mutual benefit of both interests. The FCC
repre=tatives agreed with this 3xplanation.

inc meeting adjourned around 11:45 a.m. All discussions were
informal, no minutes were kept, and everything was on a
friendly basis. Mr. Guthrie and Mr. Olsen said they would
report to their respective "bosses" on the basis of the
discussion just completed. Both said they could not predict
what action, if any, would follow.

L. R. Raish



June 21, 1971

Honorable Ted Stevens
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Stevens:

(1.

Thank you for your letter of May 26 and your kind comments

reEarding my appearance in Anchorage.

The Office is definitely interested in arranging some forum

ii. which Alankan corn Cii& prospects can be thoroug:.1,

discussed.- As you sup.Fest. I will elan it) draii. iviicr which

you can send to certain interested and knowledgeable Alaskans

asking them for their suggestions regarding the domestic

satellite communications system. in Alaska. Unfortunately, I

vita be out of the country from June 22 - July 15 attending the

WARC in Geneva and will not be able to prepare this prior to

that time. However, I will be in touch with you upon my return.

Sincerely,

'
4.%•711

:

0

Walter R. Hinchman
Assistant Director

WHinchman:dc
Mr. Whitehead —
Mr. Lamb
Subj: Alaska; Domestic Sat
RF
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May 26, 1971

Valt Minchman
Assistant Director
Officcl of Telecommunications Policy
Executi,?e Office of the President
1800 G Street
Washington, D.C.

Dear Walt:

I want to express my appreciation for taking timc

out of your hectic schedule on short notice to go to

Anchorage and speak with the Alaska Broadcasters

Association at their annual meeting last Friday and

Saturday, May 21-22. The reports I have gotten indicate

we secured an outstanding speaker for them, and I thank

you fnr your assistance.

Lao c,f your interest in r::ccncilin3

in Alo.(,.van minrls the possi101ities and realltaes of the

projected domestic satellite communications program.

Augie Hiebert apparently brought to light with you and

Tom Whitehead some of the thoughts Alaskans had

conceining the satellite systc,z, and how it should affect

Alaska.- Seemingly there are vast differences between

the actual filings and what Alaskans anticipate as being

right around the corner in their communications network

of the future.

It_a_i_g_n2pdble, I would like to send a letter that_

you cold perhaps_draw qpZlicah asy,s_certn illerested and

knowledard—Alasknng_pabipqt  mba_t_tbc_i_exp_egt of the

domestic. satellite communications_system for Alaa.. We

could then eii5ec -E—T:6Thet ToffiE kind of a dialogue going on

this situation, which could better assist your efforts as

to what Alaskans expect and what is possible.

Many thanks for all of your thoughtful help.

Cor L ll

OfrA:52
TF •fi;74';04S
Uli d ttates Senator



June 21, 1971

Honorable Ted Stevens

United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Stevens:

Thank you for your letter of May 26 and your kind comments

regarding my appearance in Anchorage.

The Office is definitely interested in arranging some forum

in which Alaskan communication prospects can be thoroughly

discussed. As you suggest, I will plan to draft a letter which

you can send to certain interested and knowledgeable Alaskans

asking them for their suggestions regarding the domestic

satellite communications system in Alaska. Unfortunately. I

will be out of the country from June 22 - July 15 attending the

WARC in Ceneva and will not be able to prepare this prior to

that time. However, I will be in touch with you upon my return.

Sincerely,

Walter R. Hin,chman

Assistant Director

WHinchman:dc
Mr. Whitehead
Mr. Lamb
Subj: Alaska; Domestic Sat
RF
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May 26, 1971

Walt Hinchman
Assistant Director
Office of Telecommunications Policy

Executil2e Office of the PresidPnt

1800 G Street
WashinFton, D.C.

Dear

t/t

want to express my appcjation for taking timc

out of your hectic schedule on short notice to go to

Anchorage and speak with thL Alaska Broadcasters

Associotion at their annual meeting last. Friday and

Saturday, May 21-22. The 'eports I have gotten indicate

we secuped an outstanding speaker for them, and I thank

you rnr your as

Gyul6t: licA0 ty3aiu. t.f your interest in roncilin

minOr thr notlibi;itios and rclitis of the

projected domestic'satelliLe communications prop.

Augie Hiebert apparently brought to light with you and

Tom Whitehead some of the thouphts Alaskans had

conccining the satellite systc,:, and how it should affect

Alaska. Seemingly there are vast differences between

the actual filings and what Alaskans anticipate as being

right around the corner in their communications network

of the future.

If :IA, ssible, I would 1 i.ke_to. ser_id a. Jet te.r that_
—

YOU could perhap.s:dY5TW7iTV,Iiihic-h_asksC.6-r_tain intere
sted and

n] edi1e -Aias Jeips)c. of the_

domestic satellite communications_system for Alaska. We

couTh then 5ffldnc1 of '..--cr-ral.bgue going on

this situation, which could better assist your efforts as

to what Alaskans expect and what is possible.

Many thanks for all of your thoughtful help.

Cor

TF rtrAo4

Ula ntates Senator
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June 18, 1971 "

Mr. James J. Gehrig

Staff Director

United 3Lates Senate

Corrimit.Lee on Aeronautical

and .r.:;::.ce Sciences 650B

ashington, D. C. 20510

Lear Mr. Gehrig:

vr(9477
0(1, io

I enclose OTP's contribution to the
 Senate document on Internationa

l

Cooperation in Outer Space. I regret
 that it took so long to prepare

It, but I hope you will find it satisfactory.

1.1; :-equested, I am also eL1c1ob. the thoughts of our Eirectnr

the futtzr-,. rr,,T(ImPf.1 nt international
 ripctiLa..

at least with respect to the communic
ations field. These views are

contained in a speech which he deli
vered recently before the Society

of Civil Engineers of France.

If you have any questions or difficulti
es, I hope you will call me.

CC: HHall

Subj File

Chron File

AScalia/ ec/18June71

Sincerely,

Antonin Scalia

General Counsel
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United States and International Space Cooperation

The President

Office of Telecommunications Policy

The Office of Telecommunications Policy is an independent agency

within th.:, Executive Office of the Preent. Its functions, ectabliched

by Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 19703 and further specified by Exccutive

Order 115562 fall into three major categories:

(1) It serves as the President's principal adviser on communi-

cations policy, formulates Executive Branch policy concerning domestic

and international communications matters and develops plans and programs

to take Lull aavantacae U he nation's cummunicadons

(2) It establishes policies and provides coordination for the

Federal Government's own communication systems, including the setting

of standards for communications equipment and services, and periodic

review of the ability of government communication systems to meet

national needs and to perform in time of emergency. In this connection,

it assigns among the various agencies those portions of the radio spectrum

reserved for government use, and provides policy direction for the

National Communications System.

1. 84 Stat. 2083 (1970).

2. 3 C. F. R. 158 (1970 Comp.).
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(.-;) It serves as spokesman for the Executive Branch on commu-

nicatinnc matters, enabling the t±ve to act as a more cffecti-

partner in discussions of communications policy with the Congress, the

Federal Communications Commission, and the public at large.

r

OT1-31s activities in the field of international communications in space

arise nnf merely as a result of its ger.r..ral policy-making reE.;ponsibilities,

but also as a result of its specifically assigned responsibilities to provide

advice and assistance to the Secretary of State with respect to communi-

cations matters; to coordinate interdepartmental and national activities

conducted in preparation for United States participation in international

conferences and negotiations concerning communications; and to review,

1,i, rrNprriNre-., rci 7.7;14-.1 csting commu-

nications facilities abroad, the commercial communications satellite

system envisioned by the Communications Satellite Act of 1962.

The Office has recently completed four major projects which have

significant effect upon international cooperative efforts in space

communications.

Definitive Arrangements for INTELSAT

In the history of international cooperation for peaceful application of

4fr
the benefits of space technology, few programs have matched the success

of INTELSAT. That organization was established by the initiative of the

Government of the United States, and has been managed by its U.S.
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member, the Communications Satellite Corporation (Comsat). While

it has e.:,:perienced predictable admi..trativ.e and political difficuliit,s

from time to time, INTELS.AT has undergone a steady growth in both

membership and in extent and quality of service. By the end of 1970,

it provided interconnection via satellite facilities among 30 countries

through 51 earth station antennas operated at 43 earth station sites.

Since its inception, however, INTELSAT has been operating under

interim organizational arrangements. In February 1969, the Government

of the United States convened in Washington, D. C. , a plenipotentiary

conference of all member nations to ccmmence negotiation of a permanent

charter. Those preliminary negotiations were followed by three subs e-

n,--aectillbs of a LAD::v¼PleL11.-

potentiary session again in February and March of 1970, and numerous

subsequent meetings of an Intersessio.lal Working Group to develop

recommended texts for the final plenipotentiary session. These nego-

tiations were finally brought to a successful conclusion on May 21, 1971,

tip
with agreement upon approved texts for submission to the member States.

The Office of Telecommunications Policy played a central role in

achieving the agreement so crucial to the future of international satellite

communications. The United States policy positions Oopted in the nego-

tiations were developed by an Ad Hoc Policy Advisory Committee chaired

by the Director of OTP and composed of the United States Representative

to the Conference, the Chairman of the FCC, the Deputy Assistant
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Secretary of State for Transportation and Telecommunications, and the

President of the Communications Sat.:11ite Qorporation. Full deta;lb, on

the content of the agreements and the history of the negotiations are con-

tained in another section of this publication.-

World Administrative Radio Conference for Space-Telecommunications
(WARC-ST) 

Exploration and use of outer space requires use of the radio frerluency

spectrum. Aside from the need for the spectrum in those aspects of

space technology which pertain directly to human communications—e. g. ,

communications satellites--the guidance and control of al] space explo-

ration, and the return to earth of the information obtained, is done through

^ wave. The --• e•,.
— • •••• • • A.

resource which can be rendered useless to everyone unless international

rules fo.:: noninterference are agreed upon.

One of the oldest and most successful of all international organizations

is the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), which is the successor

of the International Telegraph Union originally established in 1865. Among

its other activities, this organization sponsors periodic world administrative

conferences to deal with particular services or special problems pertaining

to international telecommunications, and to revise th.s. applicable inter-

national regulations as necessary.

The Office of Telecommunications Policy had a leading role in preparing

and coordinating the U.S. position for the World Administrative Radio
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conference for Space Telecommunications, which convened in Geneva,

Switzerland, on June 7, 1971. This Conference, to which 139 me -N,Tr

administrations were invited, was held for the purpose of reviewing

and revising the International Radio Regulations as they pertain to the

application of space tec.hno_logy—communication, navigational and

meteorological satellites, radio astronomy, and space research.

The first step in U.S. preparation for the. WARC was to identify

national requirements for satellite and outer space communications in

the next decade, and to determine the revisions of existing frequency

allocations which would be necessary to accommodate those requirements.

This task obviously required close coordination of the interests of many

t-cderal prYencies. It was accomp1ichz-2. by the Intez-e.cpartmcnt

Advisory Committee (IRAC), which is a.n advisory committee to oTP,

chaired by OTP's Assistant Director for Frequency Management.

Draft proposals, prepared by this Committee working with liaison

representatives from the FCC, were forwarded to the Department of

State, which in turn distributed some 1,000 copies to most countries of

the world. Comments on the U.S. Draft Proposals and original foreign

proposals, were received from a number of other countries (including

Argentina, Australia, Canada, Denmark, France, Ggarmany, India,

Japan, Norway, and the United Kingdom), from the International Civil

Aviation Organization and the Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative

Organization.
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Follov%iing receipt of these comments and proposals, OTP, again in

conjunct;.,,,-1 with State and FCC, rvir>,.,7 ancl•further developed Lli

United States proposals. These changes were again coordinated with

other nations, through several bilateral and -multilateral conferences--

including meetings this spring with NATO member countries. Final

Proposal were submitted to the Confecence in June.

Aeronautical Communications Satellites

Despite the existence for several years of a general consensus that

satellite technology offered the most promising solution to the communi-

cation needs of the international civil aviation industry, by mid-1970

little co-.-...zete work had been accompl!..:.hed towards that end. Sev:::::1

national and international programs were in fact leading in conflicting

directions.

The matter necessarily required international cooperation, for while

the United States, through agreements with the International Civil

Aviation Organization, has primary responsibility for air traffic co9ntrol

in the Pacific basin and certain other transoceanic routes, the United

Kingdom and Canada have responsibility for the North Atlantic route.

The most important issue delaying progress was determination of the

appropriate frequency to be employed. Many domestic and international

air carriers expressed a preference for the VHF frequency band, while
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th.e:Euro.pan Space Research Organization, with the support of the

Nation P1 A eronautics and Space .Ac1i.11. :stration, strongly supportu the

UHF band.

in October of 1970, the Office of Teleconimunications Policy estab-

lished an interagency study group to examine the question of aeronautical

communications satellites, chaired by OTP1s Deputy Director. After

receiving the results of that study and after consultation with foreign

interests, the Office issued in January of 1971 a Statement of Government

Policy on Satellite Telecommunications for International Civil Aviation

Operations. Briefly, that staLement called for a system costing 50 to

100 million dollars for each ocean basin. The systems would be leased

front a commercial company and pre=rationai deployment would

achieved by 1973 in the Pacific and 1975 in the Atlantic. The program

management within the Government would be the responsibility of the

Federal Aviation Administration. The Department of State, in conjunction

with the Department of Transportation, would seek international utilization

of the preoperational system and would initiate cooperative efforts with

other nations to establish an operational system by 1980. The Government

would use the UHF Frequency Band for its traffic control communications.

Since issuance of this Administration Policy Statelnent, OTP has been

active in pressing its implementation, including the establishment of

discussions with foreign communications entities.
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po)icy Recommendations for International Communication Facilities

With the advent of satellite techr'sry, it has become necessi7,1-; for

U.S. communication entities and their foreign counterparts to make

difficult and important decisions concerning-the types of new inter-

national facilities which will receive their capital investment. These

decisions must be made several years .in advance of implementation,

and require the ability to predict not merely technological and economic

developments, but also the course of Governmental regulation, which

may permit or forbid a particular installation.

The Office of Telecommunications Policy developed and transmitted

to the. Federal Communications Commission—which has ultimate authority

(14-i-,-rmink. which will be pe,-*-nittc-3.for L!. C. rsntit'^..v: thc

Administration views on the policies that should guide regulation in this

field. Among the recommendations wa a proposal for establishment of

an international working group of Government and industry representatives,

to explore means of achieving more flexibility in investment and circuit

•••
activation decisions. The recommendations as a whole proposed regulatory

guidelines which will enable U.S. and foreign international carriers to

plan efficiently and effectively in advance.
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May 28, 1971

Mr. James J. Gehrig
Staff Director
Committee on Aeronautical and
Space Sciences

United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. Gehrig:

The Director has referred to me your letter of May 25th.
As you recognize, events have been moving very quickly,
and we do wish to have our contribution to bitlITTITtilMal"
etrovirratiarrthrtottcorrect and up-to-date.

The Director has assured me that any additional comments
will be sent to you by the middle of June, as you requested.

Thank you for keeping us informed.

LKSmith:lmc
cc: Whitehead
Scalia
Lamb
Subject file/
Reading file

Sincerely,

Linda K. Smith
Special Assistant
to the Director
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May 25, 1971

Mr. Clay T. Whitehead
Director of Telecommunications Policy
Executive Office of the President
Office of Telecommunications Policy
Washington, D. C. 20504

Dear Mr. Whitehead:

With reference to your chapter on the  Office of Telecommunica-
tions Policy, Executive Office of the President for inclusion in the Senate
document on INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION IN OUTER SPACE, I
realize that events have moved swiftly during these last few weeks and
that the texts of two permanent arrangements on INTELSAT have been
concluded. I know that this official action would naturally affect the
information to be included in your chapter.

The Senate has passed the Resolution to publish this document
and we are anxious to receive your chapter as soon as possible, in-
cluding any remarks you may wish to add on The Future of International 
Space Cooperation. We have sent the other chapters to the printer for
galley proofs.

Do you think you could have your chapter completed by the middle
of June or before? We would greatly appreciate it as it is essential for
us to have up-to-date information on global space communications.

With appreciation.

Sincerely yours,

ames ehrig
Staff • ector
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Mr. Clay T. Whitehead
Director of Telecommunications Policy
Executive Office of the President
Office of Telecommunications Policy
Washington, D. C. 20504



June 18, 1971

To: Miss Rose Mary Woods

From: Torn Whitehead



Inas 18. 1971

Mr. Clarence C. Dill
763 Lincoln Building
Spohase, Washington 99201

Dear Mr. Dill:

1 very much enjoyed your visit to my office on May 18th
and appreciate your sending me a copy of your book
Where Water Falls which looks extremely interesting.
The President also appreciates receiving the copy you
included for him. 1 have passed on your regards to him.

I am sure you found the Awards Ceremony at the University
of Montana as interesting as I did. That's great country out
there!

Sincerely.

Clay T. Whitehead

cc: -Mr. Whitehead
Speech file 5/21/71
Chron
President
Congressional
Mtg. 5/18/71
Miss Rose Mary Woods (The President's secretary)

EDaughtrey/CTWhitehead 6/17/71


